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TODAY:
Chance of
showers.
High: 60.
Low: 40s.
SATURDAY: Showers.
High: 50s. Low: 40s.
SUNDAY: Dry.
High: 40s.
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News

RSEC
firm
•
rece1ves
penalty

The psychology department
expressed its disapproval of
the action the University is
taking in planning the
proposed Institute of Health
Science and Human Services.

See page

3

Joseph Pence,
junior
electronic
journalism
major from
Owensboro,
discusses a new idea on how
to teach humanities classes.

Sre page

5

When it comes down to
either going to class or
watching "Days of Our
Lives," many students choose
the latter. Is television
addiction a problem o n
Murray State's campus?

7

Sports
The Murray State men's basketball team reaffirmed its
Perch on top of the Ohio
Valley ·conference following
last Saturday's 86-73 road
victory over Eastern Illinois.

See page

Greg Stark/The News

(Top) Randy O edlng, the owner
of the house that burned Friday
morning, escaped with two of
his possessions. (Right) The
house suffered extensive dam age from t he fire, which started
In the living room.

BY GREG STARK
STAFF WRITER

Elec_
t rical fire kills student
.
Ricardo
Garda-Vidal:

•Death: An early morning
fire claimed the life of
another Murray State
student and injured a
University employee.

The graduate swdent from
Villareal, Spain,
died In an early
morning house
fire last Friday.
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Seepage

•Fine: The architectural
firm associated with the
construction of RSEC
handed $1 million dollars
back to the state because of
facility's delays.

JJ

TheNews Online

The Murray State Racers
men's basketball team faced
Tennessee State last night.
For game coverage, check
out our website at
www.thenews.org.
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Bv GREG STARK
STAFF WRITER

The cause of the Friday
morning fire that took the life
of a Murray State graduate student and injured a University
employee has been ruled clectrical,to Murray Fire Chief Pat

Scott sajd.
Scott said the fire, which
killed Ricardo J. Garcia-Vidal,
23, of Villareal, Spain, and
injured Randy L. Oeding, 47, of
Ferdinand, Ind., was ruled to
have been caused by plugs running off an extension cord in

the living room by state deputy
fire marshals Eddie Clark and
Jack Flowers late Friday afternoon.
Scott said the investigation is
for all intents and purposes
over.
"The fire marshals are still
putting together interviews
from the firefighters," he said.
"As far as lhe investigation
goes, it is over."
The Murray Fire Department
received notification of the fire
at 2:59 a .m. Friday morning,
and the first unit was dispersed
to the scene at that time. Oed-

ing probably escaped the house
through a side window, Scott
said. Scott also said it would
have been impossible for Oeding to have gotten out through
the living room because of the
location of the fire.
"The living room area was
heavily involved (in the fire),"
Scott said. "There was no way
he could have gotten through
the living room. The way the
heat was in the middle of the
house, I don't see bow he (Ceding) could have gotten out."
Garcia-Vidal and Oeding
Please see FIRE/14

Some students lack fire coverage
•Insurance: Whether living in a
residential college or renting offcampus, students should consider
taking precautions to protect their
possessions from natural disasters.
BY JENNIFER SACHARNOSKI
EDITOR·IN·CtfiEF AND

u1 just don't think

students realize until
something happens
that they can lose
everything.,,
-PATSY HOLLAND,

CHRISTINE H ALL

[NSURANCE AGENT

NEWS EDITOR

Greg Tungate did not consider purchasing an insurance policy when he moved is not responsible for any damage to per·
into Hester College last fall. But, the fire sonal property. Agent Patsy Holland from
costing him nearly all his material posses- The Insurance Company of Murray said
even if students are covered under their
sions has forced the issue.
Tungate, freshman from Mead County, parents' policies, it is not a bad idea to
retrieved his wallet, some jewelry and his have additional coverage.
"I just don't think students realize until
Bible, but he estimates he lost $4,000
.something
happens that they can lose
worth of items, such n.s clothes and a
everything
they
have," Holland said. "Most
stereo. His parents' insurance policy did
college
students
do not have nearly enough
not cover the losses.
coverage;
10
percent
away from home may
..I pretty much lost everything," Tungate
not
be
enough."
said. "The University did give a few hun·
She said the students who rent, nnd
dred dollars, just what they received from
even those who live in the residential colthe community."
When students move into the residential leges might not realize the value of their
colleges, they are required to sign an items and the cost of replacement.
Certain insurance packages include
agreement acknowledging the University

replacement costs for damaged items.
Because items such as TVs and stereos
depreciate over time, it is beneficial to not
insure only the value of the property.
Don Robertson, vice president of Student
Affairs, said if students wanted to get compensation from the University they could
file a claim through small c1aims court.
"The court of course would have to
decide if the case was legitimate," he said.
Justin Hunt, freshman fr om Madisonville, was able to replace all of his
belongings, valued at more than $3,000,
through his parents' insurance policy. But,
he said it was not a topic they discussed
prior to the fire.
"My parents had insurance which covered up to $6,000 total damage of anything
damaged outside of thej.r home," Hunt
said. "I really didn't know my things would
add up to so much."
He said he would advise anyone to talk
with their parents about their policies.
Holland advises students who do not live
on-campus to consider renter's insurance.
She said with a deductible of $250, insurance is not as expensive as one may think.
Some policies even cover the cost of rentPlease see COVERAGE/14

The Paducah architectural
finn Peck, Flannery, Gream,
Warren Inc. has been forced to
give up $1 million of its fee by
the state for situations dealing
with the construction .o f the
Regional Special Events Center.
Don Peck, of Pee~ Flannery,
Gream, Warren Inc., refused to
elaborate on the loss of money
concerning construction of the
RSEC because of part of the
settlement wit.h the state.
"Part of that settlement was
that we couldn't comment. on
that; we need to refer that to
the Department of Finance,"
he said.
The finance department got
$500,000 of the money from
the Paducah firm, and the firm
did an additional $500,000 of
work to settle the claim,, the
Associated Press reported last
week.
The AP also reported last
week finance officials said the
firm is still helping with
putting the final touches on
the arena.
"It ought to he called the bottomless-pit arena," Sen. Marshall Long told the Associated
Press. "The biggest event ever
there is that it never ends."
This is only one of several
problems dealing with construction of the new arena.
Last week it was announced
the RSEC had inconsistencies
with regulations in the Americans with Disabilities Act and
questions arose recently ah9ut
what times students are able
to have use of the RSEC .
The RSEC was first proposed
more than 20 years ago, and
construction of the arena had
many delays, including cracks
in the structure that took time
to repair. The arena opened in
September and is currently
hosting Murray State sporting
events, including men's and
women's basketball.

University violates student education privacy act
•Privacy Act: Murray
State violated the Buckley
Amendment last semester
by releasing midterm
grades to unauthorized
individuals.

Phil Bryan:
The dean of
Admissions and
Registration
adm1tted policy
violations had
occurred and has
assured changes
have been made.

BY D ENISE H IGGINS
AsSOCI.t.TE EDITOR

Murray State violated policy
last semester by releasing students' grades to freshman orientation leaders.
When first contacted, Phil
Bryan, dean of Admissions and
Registration, said he was not
aware of any such violations.
Bryan said he did not think
the actual midterm grades
were being released. Instead,
he suggested the grades, and
not the grades in each class,
were released to freshman orientation leaders.

= - - - __________.......,._________

"If that is something occurring out of Student Affairs,
then we will stop it," Bryan
said.
However, upon further prob·
ing into the matter, he con·
finned violations of the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act Wednesday afternoon.
More commonly known as the
Buckley Amendment, this act
addresses the right of access to
educational records.
Bryan said this was ..not a
serious violation" when one
considers the ~appropriate

,._..,.,---~--~.._....___.......

need to know" clause in the where to go for help.
Aware ofthe·"Freshman '0'"
University policy. In the
future, Bryan said students set-up, she knew the freshman
will have to sign waiver forms orientation professors would
in their "Freshman '0' " class.
get a copy of the midterm
Under University policy out- grades, but was shocked when
lined in the undergraduate bul- she and all other orientation
letin, "All educational records leaders received a copy for their
at Murray State may be viewed use.
by University officials with an
"My initial reaction was that
appropriate need to know."
it was kind of odd," Tucker
According to the bulletin, said.
University officials are defined
Fortunately for her students,
as the University attorney, all she utilized the infonnation
administrators, faculty, staff responsibly. She said she used
and student workers in admin- the information to talk to stuistrative or academic areas.
dents whose grades were lower.
Freshman orientation leader
"I had to explain to them that
Kelly 'rucker docs not fit this if they dropped too many classdefinition.
es they would not meet certain
Her goal, as is the goal of the academic classification stan"Freshman '0' " program, was dards," Tucker said.
to monitor her students'
At the end of the semester,
progre~s and offer assistance
she turned the grade sheets
with grades and information on back in to the instructors.

Tucker said the only other
infonnation she had on her stu·
dents was their names,
addresses and telephone numbers, info~mation available for
public release under the Buckley Amendment.
Jessica Reagan, freshman
from ·,Jackson, Ala., felt comfortable with her "Freshman
'0'" leader having her midtenn
grades.
"I felt they would keep it (the
information)
confidential,"
Reagan said. "1 didn't have any
problems (with her grades.) If I
had had problems, they could •
have helped."
Other student.<; may not feel
the same. Bryan said these
records a re not public. knowledge. If students feel uncom·
fortable with even the public
Please see VIOLATION/14

·.
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Financial aid starts
toll-free hotline
A toll-free financial aid
hotline will be available Jan.
25 to 28 and Feb. I to 4 to
answer questions about
student financial aid and
how to apply.
Kentucky high school
students and their parents
can call the hotline at 1888-4-KASFAA ( 1-888452-7322) between 3 and·
9 p.m.
The hotline was established to answer questions
ranging from how lto complete a financial aid application to how to search for
college scholarships.

Awards program
accepting teacher
nominations
Nominations are now
being accepted for the
1999 Kentucky Outstanding Teacher Awards. The
program awards $1 ,000 to
a teacher from each education level - primary/elementary, middle school
and high school.
The three winners will
be announced In May by
MSU
President
Kern
Alexander. Nominations
should consist of no more
than two typewritten
pages and must include a
double-spaced paragraph,
citing specific examples, on
each of the three areas:
excellence in teaching,
contributions to parental
involvement in learning
and
commitment
to
school excellence.
Mail nominations to:
Dean's Office. College of
Education , Murray State
University, P.O. Box 9,
Murray, Ky. 42071-0009.
All nominations must be
received by April 17. For
more information, contact
Russell Wall at 762-3832.

Date approaches
for scholarships
The deadline for Murray
State entering freshmen,
undergraduate students,
transfer and graduate students who plan to submit
scholarship applications is
near. All applications and
credentials must be postmarked no later than Monday, Feb. I, or turned in at
the scholarship office by
that date.
Incoming freshmen applicants should be prepared
to write a 250-word essay
on a current event. All
applicants will need a list
of activities and honors, a
minimum of one and no
more than three letters of
recommendation and a
transcript.
For more information or
questions concerning the
scholarship process, contact the University Scholarship Office at 762-3165.

Briefs compiled by Heather
Martin, staff writer.

Remembrances
•

Good memor1es linger among friends
friends with our family from the beginning," he said...He and his sister have
STAff WRITER
visited our house, and we visited him in
Spain."
Faculty and staff who knew Ricardo
Garcia-Vidal was a big influence on
Garcia-Vidal, a graduate student from
the University community, Grimes said.
Villareal, Spain, who died Friday in a
"He was an extremely good student,"
fire at his residence, remember him as a
he said. "Most semesters, he took over
bright, energetic student.
20 hours. He was t.o return to Spain and
"In a nutshell, what captured him and
work
in his hometown. He was a very
his personality, if I had a bad day in the
respected
person in the population
office, he could walk into the office and
among international students as well as
he would brighten my day," Michael
U.S. students. He helped the Mexican
Basile, director of International Student
immigration population here in town."
Studies, said. "He was someone who
While he was respected on-campus by
could brighten you up if you had contact
his peers, Garcia-Vidal held many posiwith him."
tions on-campus as well:
Fred Miller, professor of management
"He organized the international socand marketing, had a similar opini'on of
cer
club and was very active in the busiGarcia-Vidal.
Photo provided by Venia Zaba
ness
college, the foreign language
"I had Ricardo in class," he said. "I Friends say Ricardo was very fun-loving
department
and the institute for interhad his sister, Inma, and her husband and popular among all students.
national
studies,"
he said. "He held a
in class also. He was a very bright, very
Of
the
people
who
knew
Garcia-Vidal
graduate assistantship in the MBA proenergetic person. He was a very dedicated student. His sister and his family since he came to Murray, Milton gram and the foreign language departwere very important to him. He was Grimes, executive director of the Ken- ment."
Grimes said the loss of Garcia-Vidal
looking forward to becoming an uncle tucky Institute for International Studies, may have known him the longest. would be hard for a lot of people.
next month."
"To me and to several other people, he
Basile and Miller are among several He remembered when Garcia-Vidal
came
from
Spain
to
Murray
as
an
was
like a son," he said. "The loss is
faculty members who remember Garciatremendous."
exchange
student.
He
enrolled
as
an
Vidal warmly.
Grimes said Garcia-Vidal would
Basile said Garcia-Vidal worked with exchange student at Murray High
receive his MBA posthumously at this
many activities for international stu- School for his senior year.
"We met when he was an exchange spring's graduation ceremonies.
dents.
David Earnest, professor of English,
"One of the special projects he worked student six years ago," he said. "He comon was scholarship availability for pleted his high school degree there (at said Garcia-Vidal's family represented
his home country well.
international students," he said. "One of Murray High School.)"
Grimes
said
Garcia-Vidal
came
to
"It's a family that represents the best
the big things he did was assist in the
school
here
so
he
could
be
with
his
sisof
Spain," he said. "They are warm, funinternational student banquet we had
ter.
loving,
hard-working."
every year."
"He was a very young man," he said.
Earnest, who was Garcia-Vidal's legal
Basile, who knew Garcia-Vidal for six
months, said he was only able to travel "He came to be with his sister who grad- guardian, has known the family a long
during the holidays, usually to go home uated with an MBA. We were delighted time.
when he chose to study here."
"I'm a friend with his sister and his
or to go on vacation.
Grimes said he and his family became family," he said. "I've known the family
"He did go home to see his family over
for about 10 years. They are close
Thanksgiving and went on holiday to very close to Garcia-Vidal's family.
friends and personal friends."
"He
and
his
sister
were
very
personal
Chile over Christmas," he said.
BY GREG STARK

Earnest said the amount of people
who came to the memorial Saturday
illustrated how many friends Garcia·
Vidal had.
· "The attendants at the memorial
mass on Saturday showed how numerous his friends were and how many different parts of the community they
came from,n he said.
Isis Chaverri, international student
adviser, has known the Garcia-Vidal
family since 1989 and Ricardo since
1993. She was neighbors vo.ith GarciaVidal and his sister in 1993 and 1994
when she lived upstairs from them in an
apartment complex.
"They are a very, very close family,"
Chaverri said. "He was very mature for
his age, very confident. I also met his
parents one year when they came down
and spent Christmas here."
Chaverri said she remembered Garcia-Vidal for being light-hearted.
"He had a good sense of humor," she
said. "When he was with me, I always
knew I was OK."
Father Ray Goetz of St. Leo's Catholic
Church was a friend of some of GarciaVidal's
acquaintances,
including
Ea.mest and Randy Oeding, GarciaVidal's roommate and owner of the
house .
Goetz and Earnest came up with the
idea of having the memorial for GarciaVidal Saturday.
"David asked if we could do something, and it was certainly appropriate,"
Goetz said. "David really thought of
that; they were really close."
Goetz said he was sure Garcia-Vidal
would have approved of the memorial
mass.
..1 would imagine he would have been
pleased," he said. "He probably would
have been surprised. I'm sure be didn't
think he knew that many people."

Memorial service assis,t s with grief Oeding

•
rece1ves
help from
donations

BY GREG STARK
STAff WRma

Students, faculty and staff
were among the mourners
who filled St. Leo's Catholic
Church Saturday morning to
memorialize Ricardo GarciaVidal, a graduate student
from Villareal, Spain. Gar·
cia-Vidal died early Friday
morning from injuries he
sustained in a fire at his residence.
Flowers and candles decorated the stage of the sanctuary, and many mourners
signed a message to GarciaVidal on a podium as they
entered.
Father Ray Goetz of St.
Leo's led the proceedings.
Hymns and communion
were performed, but the
majority of the time was
spent with Goetz and others
quoting scripture and talking about memories of Garcia-Vidal.
"Ricardo had family in
Spain," Goetz said. "Being
away from home, he had to
look for family. He didn't
have to look far, because he
was baptized into a family."
Goetz said his family away
from home contained people
from his church and other
international students.
"When he came here to
school, far away from home,
he found a family," he said.
"He found a family at church
and an international family."
Goetz said he did not know
why someone like GarciaVidal could die so youn&
"When
someone
dies
young, especially due to
tragic circumstances, people
want to ask, 'why did it happen?"' he 'said. "I'll be the
first to tell you that l have
no idea."
''We live in faith and resur·
rection," Goetz said. "We are
really united with each
other. The sense of loss
hurts."

BY GREG StAJJC
SllU'f Wlmlt

photo provided by Venia Z.aba
Venia Zaba. Ricardo Garcia-Vidal and Pablo Torres attend an International conference last
year. All three represented International students at Murray State.
Goetz said he hoped the
"ln my heart, I'd like to
offer a plea to Ricardo,"
future would get brighter
"Our hope is that every· Basile said. "We miss you.
thing will get better," he We miss you with pain."
Basile said Garcia-Vida1
said. "1 hope that you still
pray for Ricardo, pray for hi::; would not want people to
family and pray for each mourn him for a long lime.
other."
"The Ricardo I know
Goetz urged the congrega- wouldn't l~t us dwell on his
tion to accept the fact Gar- passing for very long," he
cia-Vidal was gone, but said said. "He lo-..·ed us. He found
they will go to the same many ways to endear us."
place he went.
Basile drew laughter from
"Accept the fact that a the crowd as he told a lightfriend has gone somewhere hearted story about his comwhere someday you will go," munication with Garciahe said. "It is our hope that Vidal when the student was
we will all share eternal overseas.
light. We look for the day
"Some of his e-mails would
that we will all join together be very short," he said. "He
in the light of Christ in heav· would say, 'I'm in a taxicab,
en."
headed for the beach. It's 75
Yenia Zaba, junior from degrees here. I heard it was
Peru. a close friend of Gar- cold in .Murray."'
Basdc said Garcia-Vidal
cia-Vidal, spoke, sharing her
thoughts about him in Span- was a great person.
ish. Michael Basile, director
"He was someone who had
of international students at bountiful grace," he said.
the University, also shared "'Hifl lift· W ll;.. snuffed out as
his thoughts about Garcia· he ''-Bh go111g mto adult.Vidal.
hood."

Basile had one final personal thought for GarciaVidal.
"May we find peace in having known Ricardo," he said.
"Ricardo, thank you for
everything."
At the memorial, Basile
announced plans were tentatively being made for a
standing memorial to Garcia-Vidal. Basile and !<"red
Miller, professor of management and marketing, elaborated on the subject Monday.
"We may want to set up a
memorial-setting place or a
memorial garden," Basile
said.
Miller said the contributions should be made to the
Ricardo Garcia-Vidal Memorial Fund at the Institute for
International Studies m
Woods Hall.
"The fund is open to faculty, staff, and students- anybody who wants to donate,"
~Iiller said.

Curris Center Food Services Manager Terri Benton bas worked with
Randy Oedipg for .many years and
has gotten to know him prett-y well.
"If anyb()cly ever meets him, be's
one of those peeple you might
describe as good aa gold," Benton
said. "We feel like we're his family
from work, so we feel like we've got to
stick together."
Oeding, who is the owner of the
houae on North 16th Street that
burned Friday, taking the life of
Ricardo Garcia-Vidal, a Murray State
graduate student, lost all of his pos·
sessions in the fire extept for his
checkbook and a pair of jeans, which
were covered in soot. Since Friday
morning, the Food Services office in
the Curris Center has been taking
donations for Oeding.
"'We've gotten a lot of donations this
morning," Benton said. "'We've gotten
a good response. Everybody has been
great. Students have been coming in
and giving money. Campus and offcampus people have been giving."
Benton said Oeding is looking for a
new plaee of residence, but may go
home to Ferdinand, Ind., for the next
few days.
"He's looking today," she said. 'qie
went back to the doctor today. He
may be going back home to his sister
and mother in the next few days."
For now, however, he is living with
Keith Skinner, a co-worker in Food
Services.
Benton said Food Services will
probably hold off on giving the majority of the donations to Oeding until he
finds a permanent place of residence.
"'We want to wait until he finds a
place to live," he said. "We got a list
(of houses and apartments) from the
Chamber of Commerce, so we hope he
can find a place to live.''

New-s
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Faculty Senate draws tension
•Faculty Senate: Tensions grew at
Tuesday's Faculty Senate meeting as
the topic of developing a health,
science and human services institute
was discussed.
BY C HRISTINE H ALL
NEWS EDITOR

The Faculty Senate meeting turned into
a battlefield Tuesday during a discussion
of developing a health science and human
services institute.
A draft of the plan was constructed by
Gary Brockway, inlerim provost, Bill Price,
acting dean of education and Tim Todd,
assistant provost, and was presented to the
Faculty Senate by Price.
.
Ann Landini, president of the Faculty
Senate, said Brockway had met with the
senate and presented ideas on organizing a
committee to examine the academic structure of the University.
"He wanted a more organized setup that
would be meeting the needs of the faculty
and students for the next decade," she said.
"He asked us to name an ad hoc committee
to review the University."
Price said for the last three years faculty
and administration have been looking at
the health science options such as occupa-

tional therapy and physical therapy to see
if those programs were necessary. He said
17 percent of new jobs in the state during
the next three decades will be in those
areas.
"The biggest problem we encountered,
though, was the matter of cost," he said.
He said the programs of health were
extensive and scattered around the University in 23 different programs in 19
departments.
"One of the questions we asked was, 'Is
there a way to provide a focus to the health
science p rogram?'" Price said. "In the fall, a
task force was organized of some deans,
faculty members and outside experts to
fmd an answer to this question."
The three faculty members on the leadership team are Tom Miller , professor of
educational leadership and counseling,
Marcia Hobbs, chair of the nursing department and Rose Bogel-Allbritten, professor
of sociology, anthropology and social work.
"They have agreed to coordinate the
activities and pull people together ," Price
said.
Terry Barrett, professor of psychology,
said even though Miller is a certified psychologist, he is not in the department and
not a good representation of the psychology
department.

"What they don't understand is they are
making decisions without talking to the
experts," he said.
Barrett is not a clinical psychology professor, but he is part of the training comm ittee as well as other committees. He said
he is concerned about who is going to be
consulted.
"With respect to teaching, what I was
asking was whether all faculty who teach
in t he affected programs would be consulted," he said. "In the clinical psychology
graduate program, there are seven people
who teach classes regularly, but only three
are considered clinical psychologists."
Tom Posey, chairman of psychology, told
the Senate he knew nothing of any discussion of health science and had asked to
meet with the deans in November, but was
not able to do so because Price was not
informed Posey wanted a meeting.
Price said there was a lack of communication in that area.
"Everyone will be involved," he said. "In
fact, they will be given more time to discuss the idea."
Eight faculty members have been chosen
and confirmed as the committee for ttie
Faculty Senate and will be convened by
Oliver Muscio, professor of chemistry, until
a chairperson is elected.

Registration may be moving to Net
STAFF REPORT

For those students who are sick of waiting for busy signals
and listening to a recording when they register for classes, an
alternative may soon be on the horizon.
Registration for classes may soon be moved to the interne t,
said Phil Bryan, dean of admissions and registration. Bryan
said the plan has been in the works for quite a while but the
department has been awaiting the proper programming

The ,new online system would not replace Racer Touch bu t
would work with it. The n ew system will also be used to print a
student's sched ule and make a ddress or information changes.
Bryan said the guidelines applying to Racer Touch would also
apply to the new online registration system. The reason for
delay in implementing the new system is, due to other ma tters
tlul Univer sity is behind in , Bryan said. Like other projects, it
has been moved to the back burner.
T here is no word on when the ne w system will be put in pia~.

Police Beat
J an. 13,1999
9:45 a.m. Adam Murphy reported the theft of a loveseat and refrigeratar~
from his room in White College.
•: •
5:57 p.m. There was a complaint on skateboarders at the Industry and
Technology Building loading dock.
•
Jan.14, 1999
8:33p.m. Dana D. Thomas fell on icy steps In front of the Curris Cente~ '
She was taken to Murray-Callaway County Hospital by her boyfriend. She .,
injured her left arm and back; the extent of the injuries is unknown.
9:48 p.m. The Murray Fire Department was dispatched to the Industry and ::
Technology Building for a fire alarm set off by personnel using floor ·
buffers.
~ ·
10:03 p.m. Jarvis Wil~on reported being robbed at gun-point on the second floor of Hart College.
.. •
Jan. 15, 1999
3:03 a.m. Officers assisted the Murray Fire Department with a fire on 16th :Street.
Jan. 16, 1999
1
5:33 p.m. Bradley J. Downs reported his vehicle keyed while parked near
Elizabeth College.
7:16p.m. There was a complaint on skateboarders at the.lndustry and·:
T.echnology Building.
-

.-.

Jan. 17, 1999
·1:51 a.m. Richmond College reported a noise complaint on the first floor~· '
• ..J. .

Jan.18,1999
7:40 p.m. A citation was issued to Kristina A. Crichton for disregarding a •
stop sign, having no operator's license in possession and no insurance.
9:36 p.m. The Murray Fire Department was dispatched to Regents Col· ..
lege for a false fire alarm on the second floor.
•
..

.

~.

Jan. 19, 1999
,
11:24 a.m. A fire ala rm was reported at the Special Education Building •
when a child pulled the alarm.
6:30 p.m. A fire alarm was reported at the Fine Arts Building. A fire door. ·
was opened by a child.
8:45 p.m. Richmond College reported an odor of gas. Three bottles of '·
propane gas were confiscated along with a cooking device.
J an. 20, 1999
10:50 a .m. A fire alarm was reported at Mason Hall. The system was activated becuase the City of Murray was flushing hydrants in the area.
2:23 p.m. A vehicle in the College Courts area was leaking gasoline. The
vehicle was moved to an off-campus location for repair.
4:30 p.m. A Med-0-Vac was dispatched to Stewart Stadium.
10:12 p.m. Amanda Unsen reported the theft and vandafism of her vehicle while parked in the Waldrop Drive parking lot near Elizabeth College.
Her stereo was taken.
Racer Escorts - 24

..

Motorist Assists -9

Information for Police Beat Is gathered and compiled by Christine Hall. '\
news editor, from materials available from the Public Safety office.

''Lowest Rates In Town''

Ford Authorized Rental
vehicles cars to vans

THE GAMMA THETA PLEDGE CLASS

...

Requirements
At least 21 years of age, valid drivers license.
"Major credJt cards"

..
'·
,..

Local Pickup avaiJaiJJe

Parker Ford J.incoln-Mercury
Main st.
Downtown Murray
701

753 • 5273 Ask for
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What was the last CD

you purchased and was it worth
I

· the money?
Name: W endy
Phillips
. Major: Middle
· School Education
.J
Year: Senior
• Hometown: St.
Charles, Mo.
"The 'George
Strait Box Set! Yes, it was
worth the money because it's
a collection of all of his music."

Name: Julie Hall
Major: MBA
Year: Graduate
Student
Hometown:
Ventura, Calif.
cc 'A Tribute to
Rich Mullins.' It
w a s in fact, worth it because I
really e n joy Christian music."

The Murr ay State News
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Students should take time to prepare
Here's a scenario for all of you students: average college student Joe
brings a television to his new offcampus apartment. The television is
a couple of years old, but in mint
condition. His parents paid $200 for
it. Two weeks after Joe moves in, a
pipe bursts and the television is
ruined because of water damage. Joe
doesn't worry because it is insured
by his insurance company. What Joe
actually learns is that he may only
receive $50 to cover his television.
This is simply because Joe didn't take
the proper precautions for his valuables before moving into his new
·
pad.
Students need to take extra precautions when going away to school

Ourllieu;
Issue: Accidents can
happen to anyone.
Position: Precautions need
to be taken to prepare for
disasters.
and living on their own. To insure
proper coverage in case an emergency evolves during the semester,
students need to evaluate their
belongings and know their monetary
value. For instance, students should
specifically document and photograph their valuables. Many students
don't realize the valuables they do
have. These things include comput-

ers, cellular phones, entertainment
systems, clothing and even grand
collections of CO's or VHS movies.
A proper procedure in doing this
would be to make lists of your valuables and hang on to receipts. A student should then photograph the
items. Although all of the steps are
necessary. the most important step
is to store the documents somewhere else. Perhaps a safety deposit
box, your parents home or even at
your workplace would be sufficient. If
the documentation is stored in your
own home, there is the possibility it
could be destroyed if a major accident happens, such as a burglary, fire
or natural disaster.
Other safety requirements students

need to be reminded of could possibly save a life. Many apartments and
homes students rent are not required
to have smoke detectors and fi re
extinguishers. Although t his is legal,
residents need to have these simple
items in their homes. Smoke detectors or alarms in Murray begi_n at the
price of $8.50 and include batteries .
Fire extinguishers are just as lowpriced, starting at $9.99. Both of
these items can be purchased at local
hardware stores. In the long run,
these $1 0 items could save you, your
home and/or t housands of dollars.
We all sometimes believe we may
be immune to accidents, but we have
to start realizing accidents do happen.
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TV soaps
hurt by
hearings

Name: Jacob
.Harper
Major: Advertising
Ye a r: junior
H ometown:
Paducah
cc 'Eve r last' and
it w as worth it
because it is his first solo
album."

,.
I

Name: Chris
·• Carver
Major:
O rganizational
Communication
Year: Senior
...Hometown:
P_aducah
" I can't remember the last CD
because I'm a poor college
.. student and do not buy CO's.''

'

I

............................

Name: Brandon
'Kirkham
•, Major: Po litical
I
Science
Year: Junior
Hometown:
Reidland
"'Dave
Matthews & Tim Reynolds
.Live.' It gave me a taste of
·.what I will see at MSU.''

....

Lori Burlinf/Staff
..
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Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071 -3301
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Jennifer Sacharnoskl
Editor-in-Chief

Denise Higgins
Associate Editor

Program infringes rights
Fall Orientation is a great way for
Ourl'iell'
freshman to find the library. It gives
them an opportunity to meet new peo- Issue: The University
ple. It also offers them a mentor. But, continues to take extra care
Fall Orientation leaders are not meant
of the freshmen students.
to be substitute parents.
The recent release of grades to Fall Position: Freshmen are
Orientation leaders has raised a con- capable of taking care of
cern to us. Students have the right themselves.
legally to make sure their grades are and make certain their leaders know
not handed out without their consent. they have no access to the freshmen 's
Students need to express their concern grades.

-----------------------------

It is the job of parents to assure their
children are doing well in college. It is
the students' responsibility to seek help
if they are falling. If they do not have
enough initiative to find a solution, then
they will not develop the skills necessary to handle problems later.
It is the position of fall orientation
leaders to give advice when asked. But,
in no way is it legally right for these
leaders to have access to the students
academic records.

Road to class proves dangerous

.

On my way to Paducah last week, I
,"'!'CMy
spun off the r oad into a ditch after
doing t hree circles a nd fishtailing
inion
across the la nes of tr affic. I hit a patch
~
.·
of ice. Luckily, my truck did not tip
.
over, and my friend and I obviously
JENNIFER
lived .
SACHARNOSICI
Then we proceeded to class.
Yes, we risked life a nd limb to attend
a class a t the Crisp Cen ter in P aducah
becau se it is not offered on our Murr ay
campus. Late last semester I reluc· progress and expan sion. 1 pay to
tantly registered for the class, dread- attend classes in Murray but now I
ing t he hour and a half drive each h ave to enha nce my writing skills only
week. but I rt>ally wanted to take it. I after pr acticing my hazard driving
was mildly upset then; now my th era- ability.
When students have to drive to Hoppist would tell me I am very angry. It
kinsville to attend courses at Brethit
is healthy to be angry.
I am angry because I have to drive to Veterinary Center, it is becau se the
Murray, Ky., from Frederick, Md. to technology there surpasses the faciliattend college. Then I have to drive to ties here. I a m taking a writing course.
Paducah each week in t he name of I don't have to dissect anything other

1

In
OJ>

•

1I·;'
~~.

than sente nces and I don't need anything other than a computer. We still
h a ve those here, unless th ey h ave
planned to t ra ns pla nt all of our labs to
extend campus to reach those who cannot make the drive.
I suppose I could take the course via
inte ractive television. Or maybe the
Univer sity of Kentucky offer s it as an
Inte rnet course. That way I wouldn't
h ave to leave Murray. I realize I might
not get t he cr edit, but I'd live.
My real concern is the focus of the
Univer sity admin istra tion on other
campuses. Pla ns are still in th e works
for a Hopkinsville campus, which will
cost the University a nd t he taxpayers
millions of dollar s, for th e ben efit of
only few hundred students.

Jennifer Sacharnoski is the editor-inchief for "The M urray State News.,.
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Parking causes
problem for student
To th e Editor:
1 am usually not one to complain about much . I've managed several years here at MSU
without causing too much of a
stir. However , today I arrived
to campus, my usual 20 minutes early, and str uggled to
fmd a parking place. I finally
did so, only 20 minutes late for
class. This is outrageous! It
should not take 40 minutes to
find a parking place. If I had
arrived only a few minutes

before class started, th en I
would have no room for complaint. I went through every
designated commuter parking
lot, near and far, in search for a
place. I understa nd and appreciated the additional 30 parking places the adm inistration
gave commuters over brea k,
but we really need about 60, if
not more! What can be done? I
enjoy classes and abhor arriving to classes late.
Andrea Bonk
Wingo

''The Murray State News" welcomes
commentaries and letters to the
editor. Letters should be 300 words or
less and must be signed. Contributors
should include addresses and phone
numbers for verification. Please
include hometown, classification, title
or relationship to the University. To
submit a commentary call 762-4468.
''The Murray State News" reserves the
right to edit for style, length and
content.

I'm sick of "Days of Our
Lives" being canceled because
wanted to watch the trial of
President Clintdn 24 hours a
day I would have ordered CNN
from my cable company. If people want to watch the trial,
then by all means they can
order CNN. There is no reason
why my soap opera viewing
should be disrupted because of
the mockery they are making
of this trial.
First, it is obvious to me the
American people do not want
President Clinton out of office,
according to his approval rating from Tuesday n ight's State
of the Union Address. After the
airing of the speech his ratings
were up to 76 percent, which is
one of the highest ratings ever
achieved by a United States
President. Since this is the situation, I don't feel America
should be forced to watch this
mess in Washington.
Secondly, 1 know soap operas
do not seem very important to
some people. but to others they
are. This is my time to sit back,
relax and think about how my
Life is a lot more normal than
these characters. These shows
may be cheesy to some viewers,
but I think they offer a lot of
creativity to people .
Finally, I'm tired of hearing
Republican upon Republican
s peaking as if they are perfect
individuals, and thinking President Clinton is wrong for what
he did. I don't care how they
feel or what.they think.
Personally, I think this
whole idea of actually throwing
President Clinton out of office
is scary. If Clinton is removed
from offic<· it could be devastating. The media are turning a
serious trial into a joyride for
Republicans. This trial should
be handled with delicate
hands, and right now there are
no hands administrating this
whole ordeal. But what is even
more scary than having the
President removed is the
thought our country could soon
be run by Vice President Al
Gore.
Yes, I think there should be a
trial, but not during my one
hour of "Days of Our Lives." I
wish they would put the trial
on CNN and leave it there.

Lori Burling is the viewpoint
editor for "The Murray State
News."
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Humanities classes offer few lessons
I

As many people already know,
humanities classes are required for
any Murray State degree. But, what
most people don't know is these
humanities courses are completely
ineffective at teaching students
human values. Why, you might ask?
Because Murray State's humanities
classes consist of studying literature
from a long-since forgotten age, when
there are more powerful and timely
lessons to be learned in our own age.
That is why I thi~ the humanities
courses should be reexamined for
merit. A more robust curriculum could
be brought forth from movies from

In My
()jJinion
JOSEPH
PENCE

this century. Why movies, you might
ask? First, studies show humans
retain knowledge more easily if more
than one sense is stimulated. Secondly, students could more easily relate to

messages drawn from movies because
the topic is more directly related to the
student than classical literature. Even
Christ used parables to relate to people of his time. A few excellent films I
can suggest off-hand are: "Network"
(1976), which deals with society and
the media; "Animal Farm" (1955),
which deals with corruption of power;
"Intolerance" (1916), which deals with
prejudice apd cruelty; "The Wall"
(1979), which deals with 'c reativity
and nonconformity; "Breaking the
Waves" (1997), which asks the meaning of loyalty and love; "Dr.

Strangelove" (1964), which is about emphasis of the class should be
ethics and power and "The Man in the switched from the scholarly dissertation
White Suit" (1951), which deals with of literary works to the discovery of
business and bureaucracy. I'm sure human values and ethics. Isn't that
many others ,could be brought forth. what humanities classes are supposed
The point I'm trying to make is these to be about? Heaven forbid Murray
films all have powerful, important State graduate students who know the
messages and should be known just as ideals of the classical period, but fail to
well as the works of Chaucer or Homer. realize moral problems of their own
Am I saying we should strip the clas- time. Perhaps students might even
sics from humanities, and forget writing learn something, or at least enjoy the
those essays and term papers? No. class for a change.
Instead, I think lessons old and new
should be taught side-by-side, and Joseph Pence is.a junior electronic
papers should be written on both. The journo.lism major from Owensboro.
\

Student gives thOught
on living Ufe to fullest
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4 a.m. Friday, Jan. 15. The

phone rings. "Hello?" my
sleepy voice answers.
"Yenia, I have soll)e bad
news to tell you. There was a
fire at Ricardo's place and he
didn't make it." ·
·
I didn't understand. "'What?
What do you mean?'' I asked.
"He passed away."
Silence.
Passed
away,
passed away ... That doesn't
mean "pass out," as in "He'll
wake 'up in a while," does it?
My mind didn't want to understand it. It couldn't be.
It's Ricardo we are talking
about here. He's a good guy.
Good guys don't die, do they?
Two hours later another call
confirmed the bad news. And
that's when I realized he was
gone for good.
Since that moment I've kept
asking myself, "Why? Why
him?" Nobody has given me an
answer yet.
He just had one semester

he lived it to the fullest, which
brings some comfort in such a
In My
difficult time.
Opi1lRicardo made a difference in
many people's lives. He made
ion
people smile, and now he's
brought
us all to tears. He was
YENIA
that
special.
lABA
Through this I've learned we
should be thankful we are
alive. We also have to really
left. A few more months and live our one and only life.
Take a look around you.
he would be back in Spain,
leaving many friends in Mur- Each of us has a whole life
ray but happy to be back ahead of us. It might only last
home, with his family. He was 23 years, like Ricardo's, or 90.
about to become an uncle. Two Regardless of the length,
more weeks and uncle and these are our lives, and with
nephew would have met. He them we have the chance to
was looking forward tO it. We make a difference, like Ricarhad a few conversations about do did during the 23 years he
lived.
that.
You made us love you, and
With Ricardo's death I've
realized how vulnerable we now you'll make us miss you.
are, and how lucky I am to Adios amigo.
have met such a wonderful
person. And even though his Yenia Zaba is a staff writer
life was unfairly short, l know for "The Murray State News."
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Professors receive little respect from 'The Sou·r ce'
I am writing in accordance with last
semester's "Bunny Report." This misrepresentation of a so-called informative and helpful showing of statistics
has done nothing but belittle the professors of Murray State University.
Because of recent happenings, I fmd
the staff becomes offended with the
fact that their class is non-educational, as the term "bunny" is used to
describe it.
Though the purpose of the "SGA
Source" was to persuade students to

In My
()fJinion
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take the "easy" classes here at MSU, I
have found the easy classes have
seemed to become somewhat harder

because of the offenses taken by the fessors. Keep in mind, college is not
professors. Yet, who can blame these intended to be "easy." If that were the
well-educated individuals for becom- . case, we would still be high school stuing anything but offended by the dents taking lower-level courses. The
thought the only reason students
choose to take their course is because surveys would serve as an opinionated
of the stereotype on the level of diffi- and well-roooded representation of
the overall student body view of the
culty.
class.
In other words, the "Bunny Report"
Please understand the purpose of
has become closer to the reversal of its
this idea is not to "suck up" to the proinitial purpose. On the contrary, SGA fessors of MSU or to insult the Stushould go forth with its plan to print dent Government Association, but to
the student surveys of our college pro- express a proposal that will better suit

the interests of students campus wide.
The "SGA Source" is anything but a
quality depiction of higher learning or
superior grades. Nonetheless, an overall observation of a course will give a
well-rounded inference to the performance of the professor and learning
achieved by the students by the end of
the semester. Count on your peers for
the answer, but rely on their perception to influence your decision.

Holly Parks is a sophomore public
relations major from Elizabethtown.

Communication among friends develops through time
There comes a point in
friendships when both people
feel completely comfortable
with each other and develop
their own language and style of
communication. I have been
blessed with a friend since
fourth grade and invested
enough of myself, love and
time, as has she, to develop the
friendship to the level of understanding one another more
than I ever thought was
humanly possible.
That is not to say our friendship is perfect, because in no
means is it, but it is unique. In
conversations when one of us is
lacking a word, the other can
usually step in and offer a word
choice that is as exact as any
combined letters could be.
There have been numerous
occasions since our elementary
schools days when we have said
the same thing at the same
moment, all without plan. It
kind of scares me sometimes,
but it says so much about us.
Knowing each other since
fourth grade, we have experi·
enced a lot. Our most recent
adventure is rooming together.
In a book called "Best

In My
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Friends" I read about two long
time friends that began rooming togeth•er in college. One of
them said, "Living with a
friend can either destroy a relationship or establish a fondly
remembered historical reference point for everything in the
future."
Throughout the last semester
and the beginning' of this one, I
can rest a~sured in the fact she
and I have established a firm
reference point for us to continue to build our friendship upon.
One night she went to sleep
before I even got in bed. When I
went to set my alarm, I noticed
she had not set hers. Knowing
we both had a 9:30 class in the
morning, I set my alarm early
enough for both of us to get
ready. VJe had not previously

discussed what time the dreaded, piercing alarm should go
off, but I still knew.
I knew because of all the Saturday night sleepovers we have
had, only to awaken each of
those Sundays to the alarm
telling us it was time to get up
and go to church.
I knew because I know neither one of us is too concerned
with the tasks of primping,
which supposedly make a girl a
girl.
I knew because I understand
her and she trusted me.
It went beyond words. But
she slept just fine that night,
with no worries of if her roommate, best friend, sister-sort-offigure, would wake her up on
time. It is about trust and it is
something I have grown quite
attached to.
She understands me, I understand her, most of the time
without addressing indepth the
little things-those that make
us laugh, cry, want to scream,
test our patience and shape our
friendship. It is not that we do
not care, that we do not carry
on discussions about the idiosyncrasies that make us the

people we are. It is because we
have grown so accustomed to
handling matters this way.
I learned something last
week that really made me stop
and think. I have a very special
friendship that illustrates what
I believe to be true about
understanding, trust and
respect. My eyes were open,
through tension and competition, that I had been taking for
granted someone who teaches
me more daily than I could ever
learn from a book, a certified
teacher or any career. l had
been forgetting the importance
of communication, something I
am quite passionate about.
Sure, it is a wonderful thing
she and I can share thoughts
and sometimes say, "Get out of
my mind," to each other. It is a
blessing of assurance that
someone knows most everything about me and still loves
me. Being able to understand
someone maybe better than I
can understand myself is an
odd, but peaceful, feeling.
I read something else about
friends: "She's my best friend
because she holds a mirror to
my face and tells me everything

great about it. And everything
that needs improvement. She
helps me grow and change and
supports me. She also challenges me as I go forward."
Once again the authors of
"Best Friends" spoke to me
with their stories on friendship.
I thought it was a good definition of what friendship is
about. As hard as it is sometimes, I want to hold the mirror
up for her, just as firmly as she
holds it for me.
The tension and awkwardness that arose was because of
a lack of appreciation on my
part. An a lack of appreciation
of the fact she trusts me to
wake her up in time for her
class without asking, of the
linked minds that sometimes
serve as entertainment for our
other friends , of the ideal
example of friendship that God
has given me.
It is not destroying a friendship that worries me, but
rather change in general.
Change is something natural in
any sort of relationship. I
should not be fearful of change
because it will be for the bettter.

I know it will be for the better
because my investments in this
friendship have been such that
I will take away new knowl- '
edge, confidence and love each
day. What I have learned and
discovered since those fourth
grade days is a reward so many
times more than I could ever
expect.
I learned she knows when·
something is not right, just as I
do, and it is a pretty scary thing
when neither one of us are
brave enough to open the lines
of communication that were
established when we were ten
years old.
·
It should not be an issue of
bravery because she already
knows anyway and I should
just limit tlie confusion and
frustration by being honest
with someone that will love me
despite my imperfections. After
all, it is the idiosyncrasies that
make us laugh, cry, and talk on
a daily basis.
And she understands.

Kristin Hill is a staff writer for
"The Murray State News."
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•Enrollment: Enrollment
for Murray State reached
.an all-time high at the end
of 1998. Enrollment is
•climbing in 1999.
BY EMILY BLACK
CONTRIBUTING WAITER

The University ended 1998 by
enrolling a record-high number
of students and breaking 14 previous enrollment records. The
fall semester posted its highest
ever enrollment with 8,903 students.
Phil Bryan, dean of Admissions and Registration, said he
has noticed some very positive
trends in MSU enrollment.
''We're at the highest we've
ever been and we expect to grow
even more," h~ said.
Although other colleges and
universities may also be experiencing enrollment increases,
Bryan notes the record enrollment numbers Murray State is
experiencing are not the average.
In the 1998 fall semester,

Murray State accumulated the
most in-state students ever
enrolled at the University, with
94 of Kentucky's 120 counties
represented .
Local students enrolling from
the Jackson Purchase counties
increased by almost 300, wilh
Calloway and McCracken counties topping ofT the list.
The University also had an
increase in the total number of
students
African-American
from Kentucky, a record at 388.
This year also brought in more
undergraduate enrollments,
another record at 137 more than
last year's numbers.
Murray State is also seeing
increases in its numbers of fulltime students at the University.
The 1998 fall semester brought
in a record of 6,824 full-time
students. The University has
noticed a rise in the number of
credit hours taken and full-time
equivalences.
Students are not only coming
to Murray State. but they also
seem to be staying.
Bryan has tracked the Uni·
versity's retention of ful1-time
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freshman that hegan in 1997 at
79 percent. Bryan said that
kind of retention percentage is
"just unheard of for a regional
public university."
Bryan credits Murray State's
aggressive recruitment· plan
and organizations like the
Rhodes Scholars program and
the residential college system
with the record high enrollment
numbers.
Many were concerned t he
Hester College fire would drive
away potential students and
keep some from returning, but
this does not seem to be the llllliillliiliil
case.
Bryan said enrollment for the
spring ,1999 semester is up 250
~tudents from t he spring of
1998, and applications for the
fall of 1999 are up from that of
previous years.
Bryan feels although the Hester College incident may h ave
personally affected a small
number of students feelings

Murray State University

Enrollment
Figure

~~~~

about Murray State, it has not t'JI~r-~M--1~1~:.::::;
affected the overal1 view for the
University.

Murray S tate plans for new archaeology program
ing digs. The program will prov:i.de opportunities for citizens
to work in lab facilities or out in
the field.
There are many resour~es
and locations in Kentucky for
archaeological
excursions.
BY jESSICA BENTON .
Krieb believes there is a limitCONTRIBUTING WRITER
ed number of people who know
about these sites. He encourPlans for a public archaeolo- ages the public to come and
gy program are in the works by visit the archaeology depart~urray State's anthropology
ment to see what goes on. Krieb
program and the Archaeology may possibly coordinate an
~ervice Center. This public outarchaeology awareness day or
reach program is geared weekend.
towards citizens interested in
"The new public program will
~chaeology.
serve an education role," Krieb
John Krieh, the director of said, "such as awareness for
the program, is hoping to get the need to preserve artifacts
many people involved in assist- and other materials."

111A rcahe ology: The Murray State anthropology
department may soon be
involved in a new public
archeology program.

The program will also help
support several archaeological
amateur groups.
Krieb is a mechanical engineering graduate from t he University of Detroit. He received
his master's degree in business
administration from the State
University of New York-Buffalo.
Krieb has more than six
years experience in archaeology at historic sites such as
forts.
Fort Niagara. in New York,
was a military post for more
than 300 years. The fort closed
down in 1963. Krieb has also
worked at Fort Ontario in
Oswego.
Krieb has also been involved

in drawing many site planimetric maps, site stratigraphical
profiles and cataloging artifacts. He has given many presentations to community organizations, historical societies
and elementary and middle
schools. Krieb is an adjunct
instructor in the management
of technology program in Murray State's College of Industry.
Krieb also works at the
Gower House and Fort Smith
in Smithland.
The Gower House is located
where the Ohio and Cumberland Rivers meet and is
believed to have been a steamboat stop. It is "believed that it
was built in the early 1800s
and was an inn and tavern. The

height of the house's popularity
was believed to have been
between 1840-1850. The owners are interested in restoring
it and possibly reopening it and
have invited the Murray State
archaeology program to participate.
Part of the Gower House
burned down in 1857 and excavation of the burned part has
been going on since 1996. Many
papers and presentations have
been done on the artifacts
found there. There are many
legends about the Gower House
including one that the great
author Charles Dickens used
the house as an inspiration for
the hotel in "Great Expectations".

Fort Smith was originally
Fort Star. The dig began when
Livingston County wanted to
make a nature trail that cut
through the old fort. Among the
artifacts excavated at Fort
Smith are pieces of buttons, ink
bottles and whiskey bottles.
Both the Gower House and
Fort Smith are used as public
teaching sites. Sometime this
semester there will be an information session on campus
about the public archaeology
program. The public is encouraged to contact Krieb in the
MSU Archaeology LaboJ1ltory
at 762-6853. anthropology and
social work.

AXA Associates Class

Spring 1999
Chris Laurence
Kerry Antis
Timmy Linville
Jeremy Bader
Geoff Lorenz
Daniel Ballard
Nathanael Bazzell Jonathon McGregor
Scott Naeger
David Becker
Leander Peters
Robert Braden
Brent Phelps
Cullen Couleas
Chad Price
Chip Dickens
Michael Faulkner . Bobby Robinson
Clint Trevathon
Josh Foster
Aaron Walters
Jeremy Goo~man
Chris Hancock
Justin Wheeler
Craig Hoffman
Matt Houser
Brad Kerl{hoff

·Gamma Iota Pledge Class
Nathan Bowles
Dean Hart
Aaron Hooks

Ryan .Mullins
Aaron Quertermous

Dustin Swayne
"I
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Scholarship honors

Turntable

'"Mother was very helpful and
empathetic to foreign students," Richey said. "We just
felt this would be a perfect fit
since it was kicking off the
international business field
BY EMILY BLACK
and would be beneficial in help·
CONTRIBUTING W RITtR
ing those particular students."
Richey, a Wickli ffe native,
For the first time in the Uniwas th e oldest of six children.
versity's history, an internaAlthough she r eceived her mastional business scholarship has
ter's from Murray State in
been established in honor of
1957, Richey never actually
Frances C. Richey.
planned to teach.
The international business
Her teaching career began
degree program has only when her sister . May Boaz
recently been open to MSU stu- Simmons, was offered a teachdents. It was first available in ing job at Ballard Memorial
the fall of 1996. The Richey High School, but couldn't
scholarship is the only one accept it because she was pregexclusively for students pursu- nant. Richey took the job at
ing a degree in this fJ.eld.
Ballard, but only to hold the
The scholal'Sbip was formed position for h er sister.
by Richey's son, Joseph (Jay)
After Simmons took over the
W. Richey Jr., a Murray State position at Ballard, Richey
gr aduate, with the help of began her career at MSU,
Leigh Perry, assistant director where she remained until her
of development. .
retirement.
He established an endow"They couldn't have picked a
ment of $25,000 for t he scholar- more talented teacher than my
ship pr ior to his moth er 's sister to honor with this scholdeath.
arship," Simmons said. "She

•Business: The University
offers a new scholarship
for students in the field of
international business.

Danny Vowell/The News

Leland Jones, senior from Paris, Tenn., pauses to stretch behind the Lowry Center
Wednesday afternoon. Jones was carrying a table to be used in a production of .,American Buffalo,'' which will be performed in Wilson Hall in February.

131(3 APPLt CAft

-'an. 23: Monkey Finger

•••••••••••••••••••••••••
.Jan. 30: Mike Griffin & The Unknown
Blues Band
LOCATED ON 641 S.
12 miles South of the Racer Irui in Murray
Puryear, TN
901-247-5798
Sorr no minors after 9:30 p.m.

was very student-oriented." .
Those students who are eligible for the Frances C. Richey
Honorary Scholarship are
those majoring in international
business. This scholarship will
be available to those students
after their fres hman year and
will last through two semesters. The scholarship is scheduled to be awarded in April
1999 and will be applied
toward the 1999-2000 academic
year.
There is no set amount for
this scholarship, but as money
in the endowment fund grows,
so will the amount students
can receive. Perry said the
scholarship amount will continue to grow over the years. ·
"Anytime money is donated
for an endowment, the principal is never touched and only a
portion of the interest is used
toward the scholarship," she
said. "The remaining is reinvested back into the principal:"
Students wishing to apply for
this scholarship should fJ.ll out
a general scholarship application.

.d1.~~~·

~~~~

Serving M exican Food
and Deli Sandwiches
from
I I a.m. - 11 p.m.
Bar Hours: ll a.m. - Midnight

teaChe~

\'1J~1'1~~~ c~"'
'

.

\tl

()'le' ~~,

r-------l$:3-Ciff--------:
: any used purchase of $20 or more :
I

(not valid with any otheroffer)

I

:

Buy, Sell & Trade

:

I

Exp. 2-1-99

I

! Starting as low as $2.99 !
L------------------------~

The brothers of

.a

a

are proud to introduce our
Spring 1999 Beta Xi new initiates

L----James ldueas Simrrrens

Michael Paul Wayne Williams

Reese Adams
Brad cecil
are G• o~.. . .,. . .,. . . . .,. _,_
eviD~~ Gibsb
e"'J Lewts~
m Rarks,------Tony Parsley
Ryan Reid
Josh Robinson
..
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Students confess
to TV addictions

Paducah Film Society
presents movie
The Paducah Film Society will host its January
screening of "Pi," winner
of the Best Director
Award at the 1998 Sundance Film Festival. The
film is about a brilliant and
troubled man on the verge
of the most important discovery of his life. He
uncovers the system of the
stock market.
Show times are Saturday
at 3 p.m. and Sunday at 7
p.m. at the Market House
Theatre at 141 Kentucky
Ave. Tickets are available
at the door: They are $5
for adults and $3 for students. For additional Information call 442-7723.

BY jULIE WOLFE
STAFF WRITER

MSU Credit Union
seeks candidates
The MSU Federal Credit
Union needs nominations ·
to fill one of three positions on the Board of
Directors or one of the
two positions on the credit committee.
The nominees must be
primary members in good
standing and nominations
must be received no later
than March 25. The next
meeting will be on Monday, March 25 in the Curris
Center Barkley Room at
BY BRANDl WILLIAMS
5: I5 p.m. Refreshments CotLEGE LIFE Eonoll
will be served before the
1. Do you find yourself scheduling classes
meeting at 5 p.m.
around your favorite television show?

Photo Illustration by Brian .Howell

Everyone has had a favorite television show. Many children in our generation grew up watching "Sesame
Street" every day after school, and
the TV watching habit seemed to
stick.
The hit show might change with
the times, but Generation X seems to
love its TV in all forms.
A very popular show on TV now is
the Fox show "Ally McBeal."
"All of my friends get together on
Monday ntghts, cook dinner and
watch 'Melrose Place' and 'Ally,' "
Sarah Acles, sophomore from Jasper,
Ind., said. "I like Ally because she is
so real and she makes us all laugh."
Some people not only watch their
favop.te shows but they watch them
faithfully.
"I watch '90210' religiously," Lacey
Hoskins, senior from Carlisle County,
said. "I like to see the clothes the girls
are wearing because rm a fashion
msjor. I tape it all the time because I
have a Wednesday night class."
"I watch 'Days of Our Lives' every
day," Amanda Herdel, freshman from
Morganfield, said. "If I miss it I get
really upset and try to find someone
who taped it. Sometimes I do have to
settle for someone telling me what
happened that day."
Acles said much the same about her
favorite show, "Friends."

"I watch Friends every Thursday
night; it is 'Must See TV,' " she said.
"' try not to ever miss it."
Many kinds of shows can inspire
this devotion. While some are heartfelt comedies like "Ally McBeal,"
other TV watchers prefer lighter
material and say their favorite sho..,v
is a cartoon.
"I watch 'South Park' every
Wednesday," Jason Jennings, junior
from Greenville, said. "I like it
because it's funny. If r miss it on
Wednesday I can watch it on Sunday
instead."
Kent Green, senior from Paducah,
said, "I love 'The Simpsons.' It's hilarious. 1 try to watch it every Sunday
and every now and then 1 catch the
reruns on the weekdays."
It seems many· people watCh their
favorite show in groups.
Michelle Rigg, senior from Mount
Carmel, TIL, said, "I watch 'Dawson'~
Creek' on Wednesday at 7 p.m. I
watch it with a group of my friends. It
reminds me of everything I did when
I was younger."
Sporting events are often watched
in big groups. Whether it is a basketball game or the big Tyson fight,
watching it with your buddies is a
popular pastime.
CWe watch wrestling,'' Craig Clayton, freshman from Madisonville,
said. "Everybody piles up in the
lounge on Monday nights and we support our favorite wrestlers."

Do you control your TV or does it control you?
Quiz

Poetry Contest
accepting entries
Sparrowgrass
Poetry
Forum is now accepting
poems for entry in its new
Poetic
Ach ievement
Awards national contest.
A 8rand prize of $1 ,000
will be awarded plus 34
other cash prizes.
Poets may enter one
poem only, 20 lines or
fevler, on any subject and
in any style. The contest
clo~es Feb. 28, but poets
are encouraged to send
their work as soon as possible. Poems entered · in
the contest are considered
fort publication in the Fall
1999 "Poetic Voices of
America" in September.
Poems should be sent to
Sparrowgrass
Poetry
Forum, Dept. M, 609 Main
Street, Sistersville, WV
~

26175.

Exhibit to be displayed
in Wrather
t

~ traveling

exhibit, "Kentucky Quilts," will be displayed in Wrather West
Kentucky
Museum
throughout February. The
exhibit is sponsored by the
Kentucky Historical Society in Frankfort.
The museum hours are
8:30 a.m. to 4: I5 p.m.
Monday through Friday
and I0 a.m. to I p.m. on
Saturday. There is no
admission charge to the
exhibit. For more information call 762-4771.

Briefs compiled by Heather
Martin, staff writer.

on?
6. Have you ever cancelled a date or skipped
a meeting to watch TV?
7. Have you ever purchased a '1'V Gui~e"
because the characters from your favonte
show were on it?
8. Jf you do not gather with friends while
watching your favorite show, do you have a
calling list of people to discuss the show with
afterward?
9. H~ve you ever entered a co~ test to ~e a
sl>{'ctal guest star on your favonte show.
10. Have you ever left work early to watch

2. Do you refer to the characters on your
favorite television :;how by their first names
only? (Wrestling characters also count.)
3. Do you refer to any night of the week as
"Ally night," "Dawson night" or "Wrestling
TV?
night"?
4. Do you refuse t.o speak to your significant 11. Do you know the name of the producer of
other while your favorite television show is your favorite television show?
12. Have you ever vowed to kill anyone who
on?
5. Do you gather with a large group of dares to . record over an episode of your
friends to watch certain shows and insist favorite •.rv show that you have on videothat no one speak unless commercials are tape?

Women's center
offers assertiveness
training for students

Give yourself one point for every question answered yes.
8 to 12 • Too niuch TV
There is a reason the tenn couch
ted It
t h
t
.
po ato was mven .
may no ave
become that extreme yet, but when you
discuss the characters of your favorite
show as people you know, things might
be getting a little serious. The world
will not collapse if you do not watch "XFiles, one wee k . H owever Scully and
ld
. h
all
'
th
d
Mu er mtg t actu y get toge er an
then you would have to wait for it to
rerun.
3 to 5 • Moderate amount
You know who the characters are
you know the story line, you might eve~

know the names of the actors, but you
do not revolve your life around a little
box. However, you might be the person
who always calls during "Dawson's
Creek" who "just wants to talk.",
0 to 2 • lnmnme to peer pre88U.I'e
Do you even watch TV? Although you
might not be missing as many brain
cells, you might be missing out on the
nucleus of our generation. Do you feel a
bit left out when the guys talk about
who kicked ass on wrestling the night
before? Are you a bit heartbroken
because you don't know why the ~ls
talk about "Dawson's Creek"? Buck up.
Swallow your pride and watch some
TV. It won't kill you.

Influenza (Flu): . Viral Respiratory Infection
Symptoms that follow may Include:

Usual first symptoms are:
Fever (often 101 to 103 degrees
F. or 38 to 40 degrees C.)

Eyes sensitive to light
Watery eyes

said.
During the 10-week session
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
the group will participate in
Beginning this month, stu- many activities. Role playing
dents have the opportunity to and brainstorming will be a
learn to assert themselves.
msjor part of those activities.
The Murray State Women's. Participants will be encouraged
Center will hold an assertive- to bring in real life situations
ness training group for the 'next and the group will act them out.
10 weeks. The group will hold Afterward, the group will
its first meeting on Jan. 28 from engage in a feedback session.
12:30 to 1:4o p.m. in Ordway During that time the facilitators
Hall, Room 300. It will continue and other group members will
to meet once a week for the next discuss the weaknesses and
10 weeks.
strengths of the situation and
The group is provided for free how to get more out of it.
and students, faculty, staff and
Julie Wooley, senior from
the Murray community are all Joppa, Ill., has participated in
encouraged to attend. The facil· the program before.
itators of the program, Jane
"I enjoyed the training class
Etheridge and Robin Peterson,
very much," she said. "I learned
ask those interested to register
many new things about myself
with them before the first meetand
how to handle all types of
ing.
situations."
The purpose of the group is to
Following the completion of
allow participants to build interthe
10 weeks, participants will
personal communication skills
be
asked
to fill out a fonn that
as well as to learn to recognize
will
evaluate
the sessions and
different types of behavior and
the
facilitators.
how to deal with that behavior
"We had a lot of positive feedin the best possible way. In
back
rrom last year's particitum, the training course will
pants,"
Peterson said. "At first
also help to enhance selr-esteem
they
were
a bit hesitant, but
and self-confidence in particithey soon began to loosen up
pants.
"Participants will be able to and learn many helpful things."
For more infonnation or to
come away from these sessions
with an assertiveness about register for the sessions, call
them that will carry them far the Women's Center at 762throughout their life." Etheridge 6851.
BY KRISTY WELSH
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Chills

Runny nose
Sweating

Cough

Muscle aches

Sore throat

Headaches

Students face hidden enemy
BY REKA ASHLEY
AsSISTANT COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

As students sit in classrooms
across Murray State an invisible menace is lurking in their
midst. It cannot be seen and
can strike at any moment.
Almost out of the blue, students develop a fever, chills,
sweating and muscle aches.
No, it is not a case out of the "X
Files." It is the flu.
Judy Lyle, health educator
at Health Services, said the
clinic has seen around 15 cases
of flu a day since Jan.
Although Health Services generally sees an estimated 50 to
80 students in a day, Lyle says
Health Services predict an
increase in numbers of flu
cases.
"Many people seem to have
brought the viruses with them
from their hometowns," she
said. "Right now it is not a

u:

huge problem, but we were
surprised it hit so quickly after
Winter Break."
Lyle said if students feel
they are getting the flu. it may
not be necessary to go to the
doctor.
"Students should probably
just go to Wal-Mart to pick up
some over-the-counter medications, tissues, etc.," she said.
"If it persists for more than five
to seven days or seems to get
much worse, then students
should consult a physician."
However, one thing Lyle
warns students to stay away
from at the store is aspirin. A
connection has been shown
between the use of aspirin during influenza illness and the
development of Reye's syndrome.
"Reye's syndrome is a neurological condition which can
lead to serious illness," she
said.

Lyle said the flu tends to
start suddenly. Students may
feel fine one hour and have a
high fever the next.
"We'te telling people who are
running a fever to stay in bed,"
she said. "Don't go to class, but
call professors and let them
know of tho illness."
She said one important thing
students should not do if they
contract the flu is smoke.
"It impairs the lung condition," she said. "Also, there is a
greater risk of complications."
Lyle said there are a number
of precautionary measures students can take to reduce their
chances of contracting the
virus.
"Anything to boost the
immune system is helpful," she
said. "These include enough
sleep, fluids, nutritious eating
and frequent hand washing.
Hand washing is the simplest
and oldest way to prevent getting ill."

n
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Silkk's album not very smooth
this label. As I looked through
the CD booklet, it felt more like
someone had taken the ads out
of "Rolling Stone" and pasted
them in the booklet. It seems if
Silkk is an artist, then he could
put some sort of artwork, photographs or lyrics in the CD
booklet.
Overall, I found Silkk The
Shocker's album, "Made Man,"
very uncreative and annoying.
It was the same boring stuff
you hear in other gangsta rappers' albums all the time. His
style is not very unique and it
is just kind of the same bland,
annoyi ng thing over and over
again. With this album I don't
think Silkk The Shocker will be
"shocking" anyone soon.

Musicl?ez 1ieu)
Kyle Shadoan
Silkk The Shocker - "Made
Man"
"Any man who hustles
because he like to is a fool/ Any
man who hustles 'cause he got
to feed his family is a real man"
is a line from "Ghetto Rain" on
Silkk The Shocker's new
album, "Made Man." This
album was produced by Master
P and features him on several
tracks along with Snoop Dogg,
Jay-Z, Mya, C-Murder and others.
What is peculiar about these
lines is they explain one of the
many ideas and attitudes that
are wrong with this album. The
idea you must do this to take
care of your family and the fact
they glorify t his mentality
makes the music very undesirable, at least for me.
He raps about several other
ideas and attitudes on "Made
Man" in songs such as "It
Takes More," "If It Don't Make
$," "I Want To Be With You,"
"Get It Up" and "This .Is 4 My."
1'hese songs promote drugs,
being a "player," money and
violence. I find that rappers
like the Wu-Tang Clan, The
Roots and Busta Rhythms that
realize some of these problems
instead of glorifying t hem have

No Limit Records

Sllkk the shocker Is obviously not a self made man. Most of the
songs on his latest CD resemble much of Master P's style.

a much more desirable style. because it is just like a rip-off of
Not to mention they can kick his style. There were parts that
out some funky beats.
were quite annoying in the
But instead of trying to write music, including clips thrown
this album off right away, I fig- in of women talking really sexy
ured I would give the music a to the rappers, guys talking
chance. It occurred to me some- about "thug love" and scenes
times you are supposed to enjoy where guys were fighting
the music for the way it sounds, because one man called anothno matter what the artist is er man by his name.
saying. But the music was not
Another thing about t he
even worthy of being played at album is the whole thing seems
a party. It is evident Master p to be one big advertisement for
produced the album and No Limit Records attire and
appeared on several tracks the other rappers signed on

"Made Man" F
Top 5 COs of the Week
1. Dave Matthews Band "Live at Luther College"
2. Silkk the Shocker.,·Made Man"
3. Everlast - "Whity Ford
Sings the 81Jes"
J
s ,-1
4. "Varsity Blues]' - Soundtrack
\ \.J · 5. WWF - "The Music Ill"

Top Country COs
Charlie Daniels - "Decade
of Hits" and Dixie Chicks "Wide Open Spaces"
Source: Terrapin Station
and Sunset Boulevard Music

Week..4heacl
Friday, Jan. 22

-=-

•World championship rodeo - West Kentucky Exposition Center.
IPRA sanctioned. Adults, $8; students, $6; under six, free. Spon- sored by Circle T.B. Productions. 7:30p.m. Phone (618) 672--4658 or
(502) 762-3125 for more information.
: '!.;..;;;
•Exhibit - Shannon Jo Smelzer, B.F.A. exhibition. Eagle Art Gallery '~ •t;
in the Doyle Fine Arts Center.
i:
•Exhibit - Emerald Knights. Curris Center Art Gallery.
, !"'•

Saturday, Jan. 23
•World championship rodeo - West Kentucky Exposition Center.
IPRA sanctioned. Adults, $8; students, $6; under six, free. Sponsored by Circle T.B. Productions. 7:30p.m. Phone (618) 672-4658 or
(502) 762·3125 for more information.
•Exhibit - Shannon Jo Smelzer, B.F.A. exhibition. Eagle Art Gallery
in the Doyle Fine Arts Center.
•Exhibit - Emerald Knights. Curris Center Art Gallery.
•Piano concerto competition - Performing Arts Hall in the Doyle
Fine Arts Center. Admission will be charged. 1 p.m.

Sunday, Jan.24
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•Bible study - MCF house, 7 p.m.
•Sunday school- Chi Alpha, Hart lobby, 10 a.m.
- ~~
•Exhibit - Shannon Jo Smelzer, B.F.A. exhibition. Eagle Art Gallery • 1 f.i
in the Doyle Fine Arts Center.
•Exhibit- Emerald Knights. Curris Center Art Gallery.

Monday, Jan. 25

....

•Bible study - Chi Alpha, Hart lobby, 9 p.m.
•Exhibit - Shannon Jo Smelzer, B.F.A. exhibition. Eagle Art Gallery
in the Doyle Fine Arts Center.
•Exhibit - Emerald Knights. Curris Center Art Gallery.
•ACEI meeting - Two local school principals will be at the meeting
to discuss and take questions about job interviews. Wilson Hall,
Room 334. 5 p.m.

Tuesday,Jan. 26
•Red pin bowling - Curris Center Game Room, 6 to 9 p.m.
•Bible study - Newman House, 5 p.m.
•Nursing home ministry - Chi Alpha House, 6:15p.m.
•Exhibit - Emerald Knights. Curris Center Art Gallery.
•Exhibit - Shannon Jo Smelzer, B.F.A. exhibition. Eagle Art Gallery
in the Doyle Fine Arts Center.
VVednesda~Jan.27
•Worship - Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7 p.m.
•Bible s~udy -Chi Alpha. Curris Center Theater, 7 p.m.
I
•
•Exhibit - Emerald Knights. Curris Center Art Gallery.
•Exhibit - Shannon Jo Smelzer, B.F.A . exhibition. Eagle Art Gallery .. J
in the Doyle Fine Arts Center.
' ...

.

Thursday, Jan. 28
•Prayer meeting - Chi Alpha, Curris Center Sofa Lounge, 7:15a.m.
•Exhibit - Shannon Jo Smelzer, B.F.A. exhibition. Eagle Art Gallery
in the Doyle Fine Arts Center.
•Exhibit - Emerald .Knights. Curris Center Art Gallery.
la.'!t-::-.o '~ •Campus Lights - Annual student musical fund-raiser. Lovett Auditorium. Admission will be charged. 8 p.m.

-
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J.e remy
Casey Godfrey
Andreas Karde I

Hational ~tudent Exchange
....

~
' '

.

.

Sean Stonecipher
Mark Torsak
Chad Veenstra
Bryan Wyatt

Use the National Student Exchange for a summer, semester,
quarter, or one whole year to supplement your education from
Murray State and receive Murray State University credit for the
classes you take somewhere else. The best part of the program
is that you pay Murray State tuition.
Sound too good to be true? Learn more about the National
Student Exchange by contacting Ross Meloan at Career Service at
762-3735.
Now accepting applications for the Fall '99 and Spring
2000. Deadline March 5, 1999.

...•

•
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BY KRISTIN H ILL
STAff WRITER
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Concert features young artists

On the edge of wisdom

•
'

The Murray State News

•,

Michael Ward/The News

Paula Wilson, graduate student from Clinton, takes in
the warm weather outside of Pogue Library.

Musicians who are taking a step beyond
the traditional sounds of bluegrass by
incorporating influences of jazz, Celtic,
classical, western, swing and alternative
rock into their own unique style will be fea tured at the Fourth Annual WKMS Front
Porch Bluegrass Concert.
The concert will be Saturday in Murray
State's Robert E. Johnson Theatre.
"This is not old fashion bluegrass," Kate
Lochte, WKMS station manager, said. "It's
a new sound that will knock your socks
off."
Lochte said the radio station as a whole
is pleased many musicians are willing to
contribute their talents to WKMS.
"There are a lot of really talented musicians in this genre," she said. "One reason
that people in this area are interested is
because many of them were brought up on
this kind of music. It's our root music."
Nickel Creek will perform its original
music that presses the boundaries of bluegrass tradition by crisscrossing string
band genres and blending tones and textures to create a unique style of its own.
This band has been established nationally through television, festival appearances
and competition awards, even though
three-quarters of the band is under 20

-KATE LocBTE.

WKMS

STATION MANAGER

years old.
Chris Thile, freshman violin major, plays·
the mandolin for Nickel Creek and has two
solo albums, one of which was nominated
for 1997 Album of the Year by the Internationa} Bluegrass Musicians Association.
Lochte said if there is any reason for students to come to the bluegrass concert it
would be because "Chris is amazing. His
music is his very own. He has a God-given
talent and it is very inspiring to watch
him."
Sean and Sara Watkins are also part of
Nickel Creek. Sean is the guitarist and is
popular for his solid rhythm, creative flat
picking and songwriting skills. He composes much of the band's music. Sara, the fiddle player for Nickel Creek, is the 1996
Arizona Fiddle Champion. She contributes
to Thile's vocals.
Scott Thile, Chris' father, plays the
upright bass, which he uses to showcase
his background in jazz and classical music.
He is also a piano technician for Murray
State's music department.

Williams, who has been n bluegrass performer since he was eight years .old, will
play the fiddle with the group.
Amanda Davis, 17-year-old from Benton, ·
and Danny Martin, of McKenzie, Tenn.,
will open the concert. Davis, fonnerly lhe
lead singer of the Kentucky-based classic
rock band Ruben Farr, has had her vocal
stylings compared to Janis Joplin.
Martin is n classically trained guitarist
and a 1997 graduate of Berklee College of
Music in Boston. He is also sought out for
his ability to teach students the music
styles of blues, jazz, rock, country and classical.
John McMillen and Molly Menson, both
hosts of WK.MS' "Front Porch," will host
the concert. Lochte said WKMS would be
selling long-sleeve "Front Porch" t-shirts
for $10 the night of the concert.
Tickets are to be purchased at the door
'
for $6. The concert starts at 7 p.m.

I

I·
Ch~istian

' 'This is not old fashion
bluegrass. It's a new
sound that will knock
your socks off. ' '

Lochte said, "Their music is beautiful
stuff."
The second featured band is Dan
Knowles and The Hot Band, including
Josh Williams of Benton. Knowles has
been entertaining people with his picking,
singing and song-writing for about 20
years. The Hot Band's sound is a mixture
of bluegrass and an alternative, melodic
drive.

Sorority

Rush, Events and Times:
rMeet and dePart from lobby in Elizabeth Colle!!eJ

MondaY. Jan. 25
Scavenger Hunt 1 P.m.
Tuesday. Jan. 26:
Bowling 1 P.m.
ThursdaY. Jan. 28:
Free Dinner 6 P.m.
I

0.

If you would like more
information about
joining this dynamic group,
call
Kelly at 759-2291 or
Ellee at 762-4938.
We hope to see you there!
God Bless You!!

·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·-·-·-·-·-·- ·- ·- ·-· - ·-·- ·-· -·
Would like to present the re Pledge Class:

David Greene.
Brent Underhill
Bla.ke Row.e
Joey Rogers
Zach. Brown
David Perlow
Adrian Yeeiser
Nick Cansler

Matt Stark
Shane Kanipe
Kris Trogden
rr.
S
.
d
1rey ei e1
Nat Morris.
Jesse s·Irsl
Ad· P'tt
1
am man
J.R. Tom~erlin
Michael Calef

•

· - · - · -·- · - · - · -·-·- ~ -·- · -·- · -·- · -·-·- · - ·

Good Luck to the A TQ Pledge Trainers:

State News

Shane Hendon

David Hill Jason Strobe

orts
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SportsB1·iejs
Tourney returns
to Murray State
Murray State students
will be able to participate
in the Schick Super Hoops
three-on-three basketball
tournament.
The single-elimination
tournament will be held
on Jan. 30 at I0 a.m. in the
Carr Health Building. All
students eligible to play
intramural sports are eligible to compete in the
competition.
Schick Super Hoops is
the
official
collegiate
three-on-three basketball
tournament of the NBA
and is also part of the
National
Intramural
Recreational Sports Association. The cost to compete in the tournament is
$5 per team.
The winners in the men's
and women's division will
go to the Southeast
Regional held on the campus of Georgia State. As
an added bonus, all campus
champions will be recognized in an upcoming issue
of ..Sport Magazine:'
For more information
contas:;t Alison Epperson
at 762-6791.

Reese garners OVC
player of the week
Murray State junior
guard Aubrey Reese was
voted OVC men's basketball ~layer of the week for
his: efforts against More'head State, Southeast Missouri State and Eastern Illinois.
Reese averaged 14.3
points, 7.6 rebounds and
6.3 assists in the three
games and sank the gamewinning shot at SEMO.

Briefs are compiled by Jason
Yates, Sports Ed;tor.

Sportligbt
Isaac Spencer,
Danelle Watts
Isaac
Spencer
and
Danelle Watts are in this
week's Racer Sportlight.
Spencer, junior forward
from Montgomery, Ala.,
scored 17 points on eightfor-I) shooting and had
eight rebounds for the
Racers in their 86-73 victory over Eastern Illinois
Saturday night.
Watts, junior center
from Detroit, tallied a
career-high 25 points on
I 1-for-14 shooting and
grabbed 13 rebounds in
the Lady Racers' 77-75 win
over Eastern Illinois Saturday night.

FastFact
John Stockton owns
all-time record
John Stockton, point
guard for the Utah jazz,
holds the all-time record
for leading an NBA statistical category by leading in
assists for nine seasons.
This was from 1987 to
1996.
Source: NBA.com
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Bates leads youth Hot shooting,
Watts lead to
MSU victory

BY GREG MILTON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

If you have watched any of
the Lady Racers' basketball
games this season, you are
well aware of the difficult season they are enduring. Their
overall record is 4-12 with five
of those losses coming in conference p)ay.
Assistant Coach Rob Cross
said the season has been
nothing short of a roller coaster ride. The team allowed two
20-point halftime leads to
crumble against Middle Tennessee State and UT-Martin.
Conversely, it recovered from
a 15-point deficit to defeat
Morehead at the Regional
Special Events Center last
Tuesday night.
Junior guard Heather Bates
has been one of the smooth
spots in the Lady Racers' season. She transferred from
Olney Junior Co1lege in Illinois and bas started all 16
games for the Lady Racers
this season.
Cross said without hesitation that athleticism is Bates'
greatest attribute.
"She is as quick as any player in the conference," Cross
said.
Cross said Bates is a wonderful all-around player who
realizes what her role is.
"She can (and does) attack
the basket, and Heather can
really break down a defense,"
he said.
Good court vision is another
important element of Bates'
game. She is currently second
in the OVC in assists, averaging 5.8 a contest.
Bates 'laughed when as}(ed
why she chose to come to
Murray State.
"Coach (Eqdie)
Fields
recruited me real1y hard," she
said. "He's a great coach."
Bates bas played basketball
for seven years , and she
prides herself on two aspects
she brings to the team.
"I add a positive attitude
and a good work ethic,,. she
said.
She wants to win, and she

BY JASON BILLINGSLEY
Assm 4NT SPotTS Eo1roc

Heather Bates, Junior from Connersville, Ind., finds a defender In
her path. Bates has averaaed 13.9 points per game this year.

does not like to give up. Coach
Cross believes her leadership
skills and her attitude will
help the team halt this bumpy
season.
Bates said, "I know we can
win... it's just going to take
time."
Cross pointed out this is a
young team that has not
played as a unit for very long.
He said the team improves
every time it takes the floor.
He believes if the Lady Racers win the next two games
against Tennessee State and
Austin Peay, they will be solid
going into tournament play.
Cross also said they are
preparing for the future. Next
year's recruiting class is very
promising with the highlight
being size. Cross said a 6-foot5-inch center with "great
hands" from Illinois is expected to play right away.
Even though the Lady Rae-

ers are not tall, 6-foot-2-inch
Danelle Watts has sparked
the team by being superior on
the boards. She leads the
.
.
team averagtng over rune
rebounds a game. Cross said
another team motivator is
Hungarian freshman point
guard Eniko Verebes. She has
started and come off the
bench.
The Lady Racers are setting
their sights on finishing the
season as a strong contender
in the conference. Cross said
they are on. the right track
and if they peak at the right
time, they will do well in the
OVC tournament. That would
do nothing but boost the
momentum for the start of
next year.
Bates said fans could expect
"110 percent" from her and
the rest of the Lady Racers for
the remainder of the year.

.

Crunch time is quickly approaching for the Murray State
Lady Racers as they fight for a spot in the Ohio Valley Conference tournament.
The Lady Racers currently hold seventh place in the OVC,
three and one-half games out of first and one game behind
sixth place Tennessee State, who were the Racers' opponent
Thursday night at the Regional Special Events Center. MSU
will also play Austin Peay State, currently in last place in the
conference, tomorrow nighl
MSU got into this position by winning two out of its last
three games. The Lady Racers defeated Morehead State 7469 last Tuesday. fell to Southeast MiSsouri State by 19 last
Thursday and held on to beat Eastern lllinois Saturday by
two.
The Lady Racers simply outshot EIU on Saturday. MSU
shot a blistering 64 percent from the field in the first half of
the game and kept the pressure on the EIU defense in the
second half by shooting 50 percent from the field.
Eastern Dlinoia did shoot 57 percent in the first half, but
the Lady Racers' defense held EIU to just 39 percent shooting in the second half.
Danelle Watts had a career-,Ugh for the Lady Racers, scoring 25 pointa on 11-of-14 shooting from the field and grabbing
13 rebounds. Heather Bates also contributed 17 points and
dished a game-high nine aaaists.
Watts said Saturday's victory wu invaluable for the Lady
Racers.
"We really needed that win," Watts said. "'twas great to
come out of last week with two tough victories."
Watts said the next two games are important to the Lady
Racers.
"There is some pressure to win these next two, since we're
at home," Watts said. "They are very winnable games, however.
"'ur goals for the rest of the season are to play as hard as
we can and try to get in the top four in the conference standiQgs," Watts said. ~hat way, we can host a first-round' conference tournament game at RSEC.•
Thursday's game had a sigrlificant meaning for Eddie
Fields. It was his 150th career game as a collegiate women's
•
basketball head coach.
The TSU' and Austin Peay contests also have a historical
significance for the Lady Racers, as they are onty two wins
away from 300 victories in their 28 years as a varsity program atMSU.
The Lady Racers' game Saturday against Austin Peay will
take place at 4:30 p.m. instead of the usual 5 p.m. tipoff,
because of the broadcast of the men's game on Fox Sports
South.

Racers look to continue perfection in OVC
"I feel more comfortable with our performance this
year," Murray said. "No one in the OVC should handle
us. I feel like we are not going to lose a game in the
After eight consecutive Ohio Valley Conference vic- OVC."
tories, Murray State's men's basketball team is on the
MSU (16-2, 8-0 OVC) claimed an important road vicright track to capture its sixth consecutive OVC title. tory Saturday night defeating the Eastern Illinois
The Racers are also 10 more OVC wins away from Panthers 86-73. The final score is a bit misleading conbeing the first team to have an unblemished confer- sidering EIU led 39-33 at the half.
ence record.
Anderson attributes the Racers' slow start to a letHead Coach Tevester Anderson is not looking too far down after Murray State's dramatic last second victoahead with second place Southeast Missouri State ry at SEMO two days earlier.
breathing down MSU's neck. SEMO is 8-1, only half
"Anytime after a game like SEMO when we put
a game out of first place prior to last night's action.
everything
into it, there is a tendency for a letdown for
"If we go undefeated, it would be great for the proa
few
minutes,"
Anderson said. "We picked up our
gram, but our goal is to win the conference," Anderson
intensity
in
the
second
half."
said.
Aubrey
Reese
once
again
led the Racers with 19
Rod Murray, junior forward from Montgomery, A1a.,
said this year's team has a better chance at running points, eight assists and seven rebounds. Murray and
Isaac Spencer contributed 17 points each.
the table than last year's team did.
BY JASON YATES

SPORTS EDITOR

The Racers' second time through the OVC will be no
easy task. Duane Virgil, senior center from Port' of
Spain, Trinidad, says the OVC is tougher and deeper
this year.
"All the teams have good shooters and post players,"
Virgil said. "On any given night a team can win in this
league. The conference is better because of good
recruiting."
An old nemesis will come calling to the Regional
Special Events Center for the first time Saturday
night at 7:30 when the Racers face the Austin Peay
State Governors. APSU has been the Racers' biggest
rival in the last few years. In fact, MSU's last home
loss was at the hands of the Governors on Feb. 26,
1996, when the Racers fell 80-65.
"Austin Peay always comes ready to play, and we
will too," Murray said. "Their record does not show
how good they really are."

Racer omission gives feeling of no respect
Something
that
seems
insignificant to one person can
actually be a very significant
and controversial topic to others.
Murray State not being in the
new Playstation video game
"NCAA Final Four '99" may not
seem like a big deal. You may
even wonder why you see a
story and graphic on this topic
in our sports section this week.
But this is a justified sports
news story. It's all about
respect.
The Murray State Racers
have been the pinnacle of excellence in not only the Ohio Valley Conference, but an example
for the rest of the nation in the
last 12 years. For any team to

Sports
Talk
JASON
BILLINGSLEY

win or share its regular-season
conference title 10 of the past
11 years is truly something
even the best powerhouse
teams, such as Duke and Kentucky, cannot say.
As sad as it is, people outside
Kentucky know only three
things about Murray. Those
three things are vampires, fires

and Racer basketball. Racer
basketball is the one topic I
would like to see in national
publications, not kids thinking
they are vampires or beloved
schoolmates dying in uncontrollable blazes.
With all the negative stories
coming out of Murray in the
last few years, the Racers have
been our only bright spot. Even
"The New York Times" came to
Murray last week to do a story
on our winning streak.
For a video game that was
originally to have all the Division I schools to cut the Racers
in the editing process is unfair.
MSU has been a constant presence in the NCAA tournament
and is the top basketball pro-

gram in the OVC, hands down.
I know my friends and 1 were
psyched up to play an entire
NCAA season as the Racers,
and take them to the national
title. Now, we will not get that
chance.
If you talk to Racer basketball fans, players or coaches,
you wi11 hear them at some
point talk about how they want
to get respect in the two major
polls. How do you think it is
going to look when the voters
either play this game or watch
their kids play it and say, "Gee,
if Murray State isn't on this
game with the other OVC
teams, they must not really be
that good"?
I am calling for a letter-writ-

ing campaign by all Racer basketball fans and Playstation
owners to both Sony, Inc. and
989 Studios to make sure this
will never happen to the Racers
again. If we make these guys
realize how good the Racers are
and how angry we are about
their absence in this "complete
college basketball game,"
maybe they will think twice
about excluding Murray again.
I personally can't wait to see
the Racers finish their season
at 31-2 and reach the Sweet 16.
Maybe then we can earn some
national respect.
Jason Billingsley is the assistant sports editor for "The Murray State News"

Sports
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Men's tennis ready for season MSU indoor track team
slot.
"Our two seniors are happier this
year because we have added three
new players and we should be better than 'the past couple years,"
Purcell said.
MSU will play its first three
matches of the season indoors,
instead of the outdoor conditions it
will face against OVC competition.
Purcell said there are distinct differences to playing indoors and outdoors.
"The playing level is much faster
indoors because there are no
weather conditions to affect play,"
Purcell said. "The game is more
Danny VoweiVThe News serve and volley, the way tennis is
supposed to be played."
Anthony Ha rdman, junior from
Purcell said his team has had
England, returns a shot In m en's access to the indoor courts at the
tennis practice on W ednesday.
Kenlake tennis facilities. Even
Leadership will be provided by though conditions are different,
seniors Chris Hayden, from Hen- Purcell does not see an advantage
derson, and Raoul Bax, native of for either team.
the Netherlands. Purcell said HaySaid Purcell: "It doesn't favor
den will probably start at the num- anybody because the conditions are
ber two or three position and Bax the same for both teams no matter
will see action at the four or five what."

BY jASON YATES
SPORTS EoiTOI

Mel Purcell, Murray State men's
tennis coach, was not thinking
small when he constructed his
team's schedule for the early portion of spring 1999. As a matter of
fact he was thinking big, as in the
Big Ten Conference.
MSU will open its spring schedule against Ohio State ' Saturday
night at 7 p.m. in Columbus, Ohio.
On Feb. 27, the Racers will travel
to another Big Ten campus when
they face Indiana University in
Bloomington.
Purcell said Ohio Valley Conference matches are the focus for the
season, but it is important for his
team to face major competition.
Purcell attributes the tough
schedule to the connections he has
made during his own tennis career.
•J have made some friends while
on the tour, and it helped in scheduling some big teams," Purcell said.
"We are excited to have four or five
top-30 programs on our schedule."

competes in Carbondale
points of sixth-place Tennessee State.
The women's squad finished in last
place, five points behind UT-Martin.
The winter storms in the Midwest
Doty said the improvement in weaththrew a monkey wrench into the plans er conditions will help both teams get
of the Murray State indoor track team ready for their meet this weekend.
as its season started last weekend in
"We have much better luck with the
Carbondale, Dl.
weather this week," Doty said. "We
The storms kept most of the track went out on Wednesday, and it was 65
members from practicing and training . degrees. We also had nice weather on
for their individual and team events, Monday and Tuesday. With last week's
severely limiting their preparation time meet and three good days of practice
for the Saluki Booster's Invitational.
this week, we feel we're ready for this
Men's and women's track Head Coach weekend."
Bob Doty said the lack of preparation
"We did have some good performances
time was a burden for the entire squad. last weekend," he said. "Jerry Babbage
"This was our first meet of the season, did well in the high hurdles for us. Poliafter we had an off month filled with na Morozova did an excellent job in both
snow and bad weather conditions all the long jump and the triple jump. Amy
around our area," Doty said. "Most of Williams also did well in the women's
our team was snowed in because of the weight throw, as well as several of our
storm. We only had three days to pre- men's distance runners."
pare for this meet last week, and it probThe indoor track teams will be in comably showed."
petition Saturday at Southeast Missouri
The men's squad finiBhed seventh out State University. The meet will start at
of nine teams, coming within nine 10 a.m.
BY jASON BILLINGSLEY
SroiTs Eonoa
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For Your Charitable

Organization
-or· School
Fund Raising Event!

•NO TIME liMIT •NO CARD
•NO LIMIT TO THE AMOUNT OF MONEY
YOU CAN RAISE
CALL •• • (1-800) 488-4438 And Start Raising Money

'117 S. 4th St.

753-4087

CHICKI N LIO
QUAitTIU

CHICICIN NOODU

~~

c-ru:e

--

East Main
Cadiz, Ky 42211

522-7875

ENGLISH

IOUP

~99;
BIG K @
son DRINKS

ZESTA
SALTINES

ROAST

U.S.D.A. dli- CHoln Feel leef

KIDLR Crackera
(1 6 OL box)

·•o•- - •·
(pound)

Auorted Plovors
(U MC.C-12 011. CCIIU)

-VII

UPTO

"1.80

UD DILICIOUI
APPLII
· - · -lliOTOIIIfATI

WISHBONE
CHICKEN
BREAST

KELLOGG'S
CEREALS

TEXAS RED
GRAPEFRUIT

Flok... Com
l'ops, a Frome! Mllll Wheoll

Com Flak.., frottoM

(111b. bog)

(151o 2• oz. boxe1)

.

North Pleasant Grove
cumberland
Presbyterian Church

\~ I \llit'f.itos I
• •@
DORITOS
TORTILLA CHIPS

11- -Rev. Terry Vasseur, Pastor- -

S.lec1ed V8rletln
(t oz. btlg)

sunday School .......... ........ 1 o a.m.
Morning Service ............... 11 a.m.

••d, Ripe
(4d.pkg.)

*Youth Activities
*Fellowship Dinners
From Murray take 121 N. to Roy
Graham Road. Turn right and
follow to the end.

NEED A RIDE? CA LL
753-8 744 OR 435-44 78

2 C:l.I081

3
lb. bog

Everyone welcome!
I
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Racers cut from video game Bench Players:
8 Y M ORGAN H ARDY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Murray State fans hoping to see
their favorite basketball players
battle it out in the video gaming
world received a nasty surprise
last weekend.
Despite numetous press releas·
es and advertisements stating the
game ''NCAA Final Four '99" for
the Sony Playstation contained all
· Division I schools, along with
their arenas, Murray State has
been excluded.
Murray State was not alone in
its disappointment. Twenty-one
other schools, including relatively
big names, such as Southern California and Columbia, were also
omitted.
Interestingly, all other teams in
the Ohio Valley Conference except
for Tennessee Tech were included,

despite the fact Murray State has
won or shared the regular season
conference title 10 of the past 11
years and the tournament title in
seven of those seasons.
Murray State was also ranked
25th in the final Associated Press
poll of last season and holds the
longest bomecourt winning streak
in the NCAA, at 37 games as of
last Thursday's game against
Tennessee State.
The omission from the game
came as a shock to students and
staff alike at the University,
including Assistant Athletic
Director Tab Brockman.
"'We signed the waiver to allow
Murray State in the game," Brock·
man said. "We are disappointed
and angry that we are not in the
game, and we feel our credentials
and achievements as a basketball
program should include us."
This is especially frustrating for

Five important teams left on
the sidelines of Sony's new
Playstation game.

Murray State because it means
for the third year in a row, the
blue and gold has not been repre·
sented in any video game whatsoever. The only game to ever
include the Racers was the original "NCAA Gamebreaker," a foot·
ball game for the Playstation,
which was released in 1996.
The Murray State men's basket·
ball program has never been represented in any college basketball
video game.
Mike Turner, junior forward
from Nashville, Tenn., said he
was saddened when he heard the
news.
"It is really disappointing,"
Turner said. "Every kid grows up
wondering if he'll ever get to actu~lly be on a video game. This was
probably my only shot."
Sony Computer Entertainment
America, Inc. and 989 Studios did
not return repeated phone calls.

University of
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n'll-dicnl nnd jab pllttnlel'll p<O\i<lrd. JOO
Cl>rp<>-U.S. l>c:p:utmc:nt of Labor progr.>m.

xholar.il•fl"

Call uxby1lliJO..'>Il~l
J>RI\'EK:t • Ownt:t Cps fed like ~uu'rc in

nculT.II? No C:ln:Kb, !IN<.: ~nd N'E. Minimum 23 Ye:lr w.th l )"e:lr OTR COL
w / Hum:ot. l'a."~<:luU Trur.:k lin<."'- I'IIJ0..&\8.
I }lOS

DRIV!:'RS, OTR • No Nc?.'. York City, No
Nonhc.L,tiCana..b, no ~lC.ldinjtiunJouc.ling.
Mm l} l year wolh l year OTR CDL wrlh
H:mn:lt. P:Lo;chall Truck Unc•, ~i8·

lht· w.:h anJ v..nung fl'lJM:r> Call 7'1.~-b<>SO

IH()~

...k l'or Todd

I>RIVT;RS AND TEAM.'>: St:ll11lljl p:ty up to
37~imile. A'"J(ned l'rdghthl'll.'r lonvcollunal•, lmprovt.'\.1 speed 'ol.>nce, .:xcc:ll~t
mok?J, linil' hornt· every 7-10 dlys in m<~'t

WOl.R' TANNING IIEI>S • l';on ;ol honw.
iltl)' <!ill.~1 ;JOd ·"•w! Ctlmml'fd.tl or h<Mil~
ll!Ht' fon11 $199.m l<>w m<M•Ihly i""Y·

:J~.-,
ll)(Jn:J •-"''"""-'""'"'
He-.1ni:JnJ Ex~ tnll-ln:t! I
711U O..lle'f Of'er.lllmo up tn 81
:1nd nwlrd C:lll ~o)JJ.fl"'.'t! I~.(>34
E.OE.

DRIVER\
t.'\'t.'t}' "''O!k.:nd. Cump.my
·
.;3!C ~ auk (Includes .03C hnnu:>l l'n.-e
•n~ur.Uit.'<" £xt'ellcmt hent.i'iL•. Own<'r
<fpcr.ll<Jr', JQc :t mile Undudc"' .IJlC
hnnu,). P;Ud tud t:u.o :md tulb IJNit·

DRI\'I!R COW.NANT 'I"RANSPORT •
$1,000 ~i!IJI-<lll !>.JOU"< for ~pcn<:n<-..-d
Con1p3n~· drl\'t':lll II()J...4.11-4j'}ol,

OflCl'liiOO',

e~ll I'J'i>.~1·3i~,

Bud

:tllt.'O .lY.libhk.

EPE-. Ton'Jl(llt. ~

67fh.

t)WT)t"f

Mt.')~T

fREE TRUCK DRIVER TRAll\lSG • "''lth
no conloll.• or payhcK:ks, no ~urc,
hone:¢ :m:.wers ean now l'O"li)./(,S.72114

Truck Unet Rd'riJter;u<.-d H:luhns;. mil toll
r= Bn·28..\.639j. Solo dnvcr.. & oontr.K·

tors.

TRAVEL

I>RIVER • Lip In $700 :a "''c:ck •!ricnt:Uion
I"Y· l p to 3~ II mllc I<> >llln! Gn:::tt h•M'Itctinr. ""'1w>ed, ~II mrwenoorul fk..:t.
L<::1!ie p<u•IU$C op!wln' &))'d lin ... 00().
s.ij.!j'Jl3 t-:OE.

l!rt':~k Bah.11~, l':ony Oui.<c' 'i
ni}lhll> ~279! lndlllb rne:1b ,1nd I'~ p.ir·
lb! i\Welt>m<! ht~<'flt,, Nigluhfcl l)cpan.,
ll'l~n l'lnn.tii <::rncun & J~m:11ru Sj'J9'
'pnn~ltre;oktr.r\'CI.c.·nm 1-llli(}.f171!-1)31l6

Sprlll)l

C0'\11'AN\' liiiiVl'.RS, 0\l'NFR 01-'EIIA·
TOR.., • 'ian IOI.byl On tlw ~pol harfn)(.
fn.'t' pb1..,., pemuL' in."orJnCO!. No fclf('e
dl~palt h. No IIIU< h frt!l)lht C~oll 111*!-2\I'J•

~pnn!(

Brc::lk

P.ortu•~:~

Cny $12')' ll<luu·

walk IIIK'm w/ kitdl<'ll 1\'<·xt lu dull>' 7

72.<l.t
liE YOUR OWN BO.S:i1

(l.•Oit..">·FRE.l: •lrinkiil I}.O)lune~ SWJI Sn11th
l\.::od1 H.!'J! C'"'"" &~odt $1-\<J! ''fll·on~
hrelktl".lVf:l.com 14lO{).(J7l.J.(,;IH(,

• X'l )'our own
wnrkinH hour~. Cicl JI..Ui.l wh:ot ypu' re
wunh If )ll\1 like pt.'<>pk· .Uli.l .•n• ~~:olt•s

orlentt•J, t.lkt• ,, Junk "' lllr•. w., nllcr:
rr.tlnlnl(. hcndoL•. no t"'oiJ t~lll.., hiRh '' •m

PANAMA CII'"i li.P.'-UI :->I'KIN<; UIU .... K
'j)')! l'r~<:cs sran "' <,I•IY! Lull USA !;pnnK.
!lrt•.lk :11 l.ftOO.i'W.&H; or 1~'777·
46421<doyl

Vlc:'W.

MILUON DO!l.AK \1F.W'S! .H t\(rc::,
$2\l,')Ocl 2.()(•t foot m:cklront. I!~ Jurd-

.,,.,..,,on.,, Cull liol> Tayk>r, HAA·\·i<1·.~24l.
'\lon..t2y thru l'n<ll~· for pt.·nronal uucr·

A'TTE(I.,10NI TRl:'f:K !JRIVI!RS • Ill"
expc:ri.-rKe nc·t.'<lt-d-C I) l. tr.llrun)( pn.viUc<~: F~•m St'i7H n wc.•ck, "" c.•mpluynwnt
cunlr.K1' w,. nt.'t-d Kcruudcy tr:un"'·~ ond
<'~P'-'''1'""'"-o IC:iom ,,. ,.;~
•81..10-

1\1:,...

616-<;Q';~

DRIVER, OTR • Q:IJdon Trurl.onll New
JU)' paoogc:, rc:.Jni..'-'44C, MitiS ;SlC
lndudo lx>OtlSCI, s.lfd)' .2nd ~··•II~
honu:e, ~ drop tit hook, no touch
f~ll, USI!Jwlc:d '-'Utl\CntiOn:ll frd~odfn.

cr.<, mllc....,, mib, mile<, c:xt'dlcnt bcnd'ot'

in 30 W)''- Ct-bdon Trurl.lnj! Sc:l\1ccs.

Inc. 800-i'!9-97Xl.
l>IUVEll\ 0\'I'R nm KOAO - 3S IIUlcs.
·flat "'ith :<kb, l•tc: moJd etlfl\'c:I1Uon:Jb.
3 ~Ill opc:rinlt <' <;un :if)( :a rrulc

uc

~

hc-ndit.s. Call ~44 c'Q48. $1,25\1 SiJln·
on ll<mu~.
AVON PKODLCI'S • Sbn )'IJUr uv..n htL'Ii•
1'1~.,, Work fk•lhle hour... I'JlJ<l)' ur.limil·
c.'\.1 c.om•nJ!~. C::rll lull frw AAR-!1<12~11l~_i.

I>RIVP.II.'t • i\verm l:Xpi'C:<>,

11<.) ~timmlc~'t Sl:lrt

~u·:.1Hhr p~y.

up ro ;l2C "tnilc. 1011 .11
3~C In ''-' louie• "' ~·I rnonth:l Tcrrifk lam,
lly homdlt>. lfomc: W<'l"klyl ~WOKK+
t:S, f.(tual Opportunlly Empl<tyt·r ,

wonJ >«.1llng m Tcnnc..."<."-'C' muunutn.i,
Prl\lllC .l(t'e>S lu hoflit !r.lil• ~n,f!>lilhlt.."<.
Gnc':ll ffn;mcin~~o (lJII limbt·rlmc: ol 1'N
ll<.M ·AOO-I!J.f:9%5, c:\C 190!0-

KJa<m'CII.'Y l..i\1\EFROt-rr
J S :&<.·re-~,
SWWO. L.tkc pmp<.'1t)'lln bc:tullful undl..,.
(fl\~ bke Snun ""''"· <'QUntr)' livlf111
MoOO\\'li, wcxxb, \IC\\':1 :md wn«.'l ..
>C;J..<OI\.'. }'C:ll' round !>.);Wnt~ & hslnng
1!()().81(;."'l<;3

TI!NNESSEE L.,KF. VIEW BARGAIN • 3
:&en:.• "''ilh ho:u dock $19.?Jil B.::!utlfuUy
WQ<,.Jt:d :<jlt.'<.tJA:UI:lr ,.,.,....,, U::tted :tl
<'l)'lltll dc:~r mountun bkc:, next 1<1 Ill
huk ~~~ mor.id f>:n.ctl nJOd:l, uulilk::l,
ooft, tc.'lkd. Low, kJW flll:lllCinj;. C:alll~mc
Mo.l\IOUIO ~ now lli>o>-it:J4..~1~ ext.
17'i0.
MOI.Il'o'TAI:>: c.AlliN • 16 .oc..

<.n:ek ,

S,\11,9<l0. lncrt.xhhl•· TN rnoun1.1in \'KWII
fnnn lh!li \It'')' pn\':uc, W<l<xk.'t.l flc:lllll!l.
47,1 KM) ;<crt' 'TN
Wr!<llifc \bn.ll!t"lnent Arel Exrdlcnt
hn.1ocong c.,lllimltel11n<· ofTh now HOO·
(l()IU"

deeded

.!C<l:'o.< Ill

Hl-J!.I'lM, <.'XL lh\13

I'KFI LAND l.IST • 01 Tcnnt'S."'C' Moton·

ami "':uerfrnnt a<Te.II!C" u1
prk= ('.:rll 'Timlx'filnc: nf TN nnw
7~713 C:XI 207"1•

U!l1

GOI.I' COtJm LOn. AVAII.Alil£ • In

~... ,~t'lllle<'t.'\.-1 $29,90'J. lli"J().!i~l-?432.
<:xt. 31l09
ATl'l'.l'illON VRTI!It\,'IIS ·Home k'Ktns to
pun.lu.o;c: Ql' ll.flrum-c:. J()(»>t pun:h:l.<o."»~ n:hnan.;e< 11p m ~144,00). Phone
<l;uenre l'hilllp-; M~ Comp;any,

931.(,M.I029

A lll.!.... tmFIJL CAf'\DLF.IJOHT- OIJ·Ht.-h•unc:d W<.-dd•nt~ O!:lpd m·alooklnl( rtH~r.
Smoky \hl\lnull\'0, TN. li<)fliC'I}f"Jwn <".lr•
<WI\<:. aohi111, jJ!'ulll, <>nllinc.'\.1 mlni.'llen.,
no II-:<~• H~nl~nd I>C_JQ.4-·~Jo~-R1'l7 ( VI)W:OJ.
lu1p://w"W'.v he.or\lanc.lw<-dJing •''"'
GF~ M\lllllf'J) • SmOk'o' M<>U11tJIIl.,, 11re:1.'
mo...r hc:mrhlul th.tJ><:l;, urd;unec.l """'''"
tel,, ~Om)'llctc .ur:lll)!t'nll:nt.,, hon~:y·
Ull><on/fannly t'llhlrl.•, hrl':lthtaklng view,,
\\'c•tld1ng aor.IOI(l.'111Cnl• 111Xl-H93·7l74
V,lc.:l\10111 lntlj!lll!l, H()(}-634-'\814

AI>OIIt\111£ i\Nil AFI'ORI>AIIlf. WF.D·
Ill .'II( iS! - Ill lht.' Smoky Mnunlairl l.<ljl
Ch:opd All 111.'1'\11<'<" prnvlt..k<l lnduding
fcJnJl:tl '""'-'llr• hC\nt~ymonn rcntll."i .
Orc.l:lrllt'\1 \linl,ll:n.. l).~lywuod Country.
llcfvre dc<io.hnll !(X).2Cil·Y>H3

NI'W l~)G ~l'l>l>INC: CIV.l'fl. · G-.!tlinhui'JI. Tc:nnl.,.....'t' )'ooll~~:wc whh W10tr:r
and \'alenllnc:. SJ?C<-i:d,..plu<•Frt.'<-' t'Jku.,

Vic.lt.'O)U'.!phy. S;ill.'li~<'Uon RU~t'.mtl!ed. Fr=
, II:!I kiAA i::;L'f rrwn;o_gt· he. en.« Toll-If\..._.,
tm-f!lc.,5~

I IS/99

sou.rnoNs
ACROSS
I. St!'CtS

4. .':ocorch
~. P~h

10.
II
12
l;t
1'1

0Jdia
OTC
Chill
G.tmcrlll
Codulc
1'\, Fl.tcon
11:1 l:n~caled
20 Apio
.U. ll•tiku
:lj. Ocdhcl
l·l . Cradh:

JudiEial Buanl
Come check out our new look at

http://www.thenews.org
Produced by The Mun·ay State News in
cooperation with. LDD, Inc.-Clearly the Best!

Meeting at 4:30 p.m. on
Thursday Jan. i!B
3rd floor Curri!i Center
Tennes!iee Rm.

To subscri~ to IDDNet calll-800-455-1608

GAMMA BETA PHI

WELCOME BACK MSU

AU~UST

MOON

IT'S • AT FIRST BITE!

I!

Cr~)·on

OOWN
1. Slc.uch
couch
2. Caddied

3. Spanic:l
manual
" · Cool mule
6. Racer
7. Hobblln
gohlin

9. Hakk
16. ClipJbly
I 7. 1-le:td.~

19. Sai~a
21 . Scar

3. P1pe
4 Arc:

c;, Vinyl roin

10. Reo;ount-'
II , Exocbiunt inrc:n:'t
12. _ _ d:L,hery

6 D~''""''

7 VOI\'Cl.""'nd, phun.
8
romp:my

oa

1}. fitted IO)Iellta'
14. PWt (m:h:llc)

9

R;abhit•

16. Bl<xk

1S M.2ke. ('(>'-<lble
18 G<11d ruin.s
21 . Cord

17 I.<Jng lime
19. llvstle
20 OflP'•~•Ie "( longitutlc, :.hbrev

ZS SWnp
l8. Fruit
32 Dulco.-~!<:d
33. H:tpiCS!I guy (Yitlt!L.Il)
34. Usher
3'\. l11c: lett~-r S, pt

..:6. lndwt term of rcspe<.t

3o Wire n~ils

27. <ire<'tc mark•·lpll<'c

3i

<.9 llnngut>.•ut

22. Sct ulf
2J Dmn~:h 1•f phV51c~
.21. Annn>"~• h~.-.1~'.,;

25.,-\/linn

Sleruler, rrull

Ctuea DOWN
1. Kvctc·h

Ill. A'IQ:ntl
,II Ylcld~'t)

All-American Wrestling Federation
Auditions are now being held for the AllAmerican Girls. Five dancing positions are
available for the All-American Girls of the
All-American Wrestling Federation.
Send a photograph &/ or video to:
Kenneth Reynolds
POBox47
Murray, KY 42071
or call 436-2594 or 436-5882
voice mail: 1-888-419-2255 PIN 502-436-2594

Readtnore
Book~ N ~card

Always 25o/o Off

Best Sellers

WELCOME BACK
First meeting is January 28
at 4:30 p.m. or 9 p.m. in the
Barkley Room located in the
Curris Center

25.

2. 5<--:Jndu~:~vl:tn goili

O u ea ACitOSS
l . S1eel hook;-,
6 AIKoent t'.op\!lll of F.thlopl:a

10°/o off
with MSU ID

759-4653
OI,Ympic Plaza

January is National
Book Month!
Celebrate by stopping
by Readmore
Book,_N,..Card!
Ch estnu t Hills Sh opping Center

·t Cards & Checks Accepted.

Hwy. 641 N.
759-9758

..
•

.·

..

Ne-ws
FIRE
Cominucd from Page I

were transported to Murray-Cal·
loway County Hospital at 3:48
a.m. Garcia-Vidal was pronounced dead at 3:56 a.m. by the
hospital's Director of Emergency
Jerry Edwards. Oeding was treated and released for cuts and
bruises to his hands and smoke

inhalation.
Oeding was able to retrieve two
items from the heavily-charred
house, his checkbook and a pair of
jeans. The jeans were heavily covered in soot.
Oeding said he awoke to the
fire.
"'I was awake on and off," he
said. "I came around the front
and tried to break a window out."
Garcia-Vidal was a graduate

VIOLATION

ing information to be withheld.
Paul Naberezny, coordinator
of the first year experience proCommued from PaSte I
gram, thinks his office did not
access information being violate the privacy act.
He said his freshman orienreleased, they can register
their objection with the Admis- tation leaders were acting in an
sions and Registrar's Office appropriate way to administraduring the frrst five days of tion, therefore following the
classes and sign a form indicat- University's policy. He also

student at MSU. He completed
his undergraduate degree in environmental engineering in spring
1998. Oeding is employed in the
stockroom of Winslow Cafeteria.
The house is located adjacent to
the intramural fields behind
Winslow Cafeteria and tennis
courts. The house is also located a
short distance from Hester College, the site of another fatal fire
in September.

said he felt there would be no
problems because the grades
were only progress reports.
"It's not their final grades,"
Naberezny said. "They (the
grade sheets) are simply there
as a progress report."
This is the first year the fall
orientation leaders have had
access to the midterm grades.

The Murray State News
january ll, 1999

out insurance on their possessions.
"Most of the time the bank where the student borrows money requires proof of hazard insurance before closing the loan," Little said. "In the event the student pays
cash, we do supply the names of insurance
companies."
Bailey, who owns six rental units in Murray, said the lease she has students sign
states to check with their parents to see if
they are covered· or if not, they must take
out a policy.

COVERAGE
Continued from Page 1

ing another place until the claim is filed.
"The more you have done before an incident occurs, the more helpful it is," Holland
said.
Jana Little, property manager for Coleman Industries Real Estate and Property,
and Dortha Bailey, a local· renter, encourage students who rent off-campus to take

"People are going to look at it
from a different perspective
than I am," Naberezny said.
Mark Goodman, executive
director of the Student Press
Law Center, does. He said
whether the grades were final
or not has nothing to do with
the Buckley Act, which deals
with education records generi-

•

cally.
"If you give students' grades
to another student, the presumption would be a violation,"
he said.
He said the University provision about legitimate educational purposes may actually
call for special needs in such
actions. He said he was not

"100 percent clear" a special
need was there.
Naberezny said confidentiality was stressed through the
leaders' training and the
release of midterm grades was
designed to benefit students.
Naberezny said: "The actions
we took were in the · behalf of ·
students."

Umllro® - Nille®.
Reelloll®- Fila®
Adidas® - Starter®
)

The SIU Arena will ullllzella wl1ttband/11ne lottery ayalem., If yov wish lo fl'lrtlclpa ..:

1, Y•'"IU mull J)ie.K up your W"iitb&ttd In Plll'!"'lan 11 N SIU AIW\A .t C1W Sou~n L.dlOy Boa ~101 2. You Wll ~Cine •rillballd
$) WMN!'WU...,. noc IIVebb'* W.. 1wwt o.y of ..._ •• Wfiei:Mif'ldllarw noc &re~J.-.
1) C.""*" • ~ondno-inooGfllltswll

sw AJ.M ~Jtatf will~ • Oft f<:AJI Wrilll

SI-OJOfdll•-ai"'"W-"- 5) n-OooiO_,Iml.

Ito-

I) A...-..s•"'"-ll'f"'.,........_

lk)ctlJA'tllle~

DiSC JOCkey Records • Kentucky Oaks Mall

Wllalblnd lllltrii!IIIIAII: SIU Alane South Lobby Box Ol!lce
Thura., Jan 21. 7em · 8pm
F~<~ay J~n 22. 7 am • 8 P"'
T
r.....--~

co&-

.:>IV

ForMorefnformatlon, Call: 618.453.5341 - - -

••u

"UNA

INCLUDES:
.

Cardlo-Kickboxlng Is easy to
leam. No compfiC8tad choreography.
Cardlo-Kickboxlng is addictive!
ll'a a wOO<out you look forward to
each day without bulky. expensive
equipment.
C.n:llo-Kickboxlng work$1 Muscle
& Fitness magaztn. rated CardiO·
Kickboxing as ttle highest calorie·
burning workout available today.
Burning an amazing 600 caloriet
pel'

hour;

Call Today!

•Reversible Jackets
•Warm ups
•Fleece Separates
•Nylon Windwear

•UK Apparel
•V-Neck Pullovers
•All-Purpose Jackets
•Selected T-Shirts

Men - Women - Children

At

753-6111

SPORTING GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
1413 Olive Blvd.• Murray
Unleash Your Potential

.
r

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8, Sat. 9-6
Chestnut St.
Murray

753-8844

Place your Classified Advertisement in The Murray State News and get results!

